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CHAPTER – 1
ELECTRICITY PARAMETERS RELATED TO SAFETY
I.

Electricity:
Use of electricity is so widespread that there may be hardly anyone who has not experienced a

slight electric shock at one time or other. Voltages (of a circuit) cause currents to pass through any
resistance. The resistance of the human body at best is of the order of 9000 ohms and at the worst is
500 ohms. A major part of the resistance is due to the skin. The internal resistance of the body varies
from 200 to 800 ohms. So, when the skin is wet and when perspiring freely, the body resistance is at
its worst.

The values of various resistances given above are for 230 volts A.C. of 50 HZ frequency. This
is the frequency used

in houses, commercial premises, Hotels etc., in India. The body resistance

varies inversely with the voltage. That means, at lower voltages the body resistance is very high and at
higher voltage it goes on reducing. Since current through the body will depend on body resistance and
applied voltage, at lower voltage as body resistance is high, the magnitude of current will be lower
and so is the shock effect.

In shocks from AC currents of normal power frequency, the shock current is sinusoidal with
frequency of 50 Hz. The frequency of heart beat is also in this range. The AC shock current frequency
disturbs the frequency of heart signals. Also, Direct Current, normally known as D.C. is four times
safer than A.C. That is body resistance is four times more then what is mentioned earlier when D.C is
used instead of A.C. In India, Calcutta is the only city where D.C. is still used in some areas. In
Calcutta, if you ask a washer man whether he likes A.C. or D.C. iron he will invariable say D.C. If
you ask him for the reason, he will say that A.C. catches you in case of shock where as D.C. gives
only a mild shock.

II.

Effect of Current:
As mentioned earlier the current passing through the body causes all the damage. Of
course, time duration is also important. The third element is the path of the current through the body.
If the path involves the heart, the damage is more. If the path is through the left hand to earth, the
heart will invariably get involved.

Before considering the effect of the magnitude of current on the human body, certain
fundamentals regarding voltage and current need to be cleared by a simple example
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Example

Normal voltage

230 volts A.C.

Resistance due to footwear and body resistance. Say

69000 ohms. = Voltage
Resistance

Then current

= 230

= .0033 Amps

69000
Now 1 Amp

= 1000 milli Amps or mA

So current through the body

= .0033 Amps = 3.3 mA

Effects of various values of current on the body are as follows:

Value of Current in

Duration of shock

Physiological effect on humans

milli Amps
Up to 1 mA

Not critical

Range upto threshold of perception

1-15 mA

Not critical

Range upto threshold of cramp. Independent
release of hands from object gripped no longer
possible, i.e beyond “let-go” range. Sometimes
painful effect on muscles of fingers and arms.

15-30 mA

Minutes

Cramp like contraction of arms. Difficulty in
breathing. Rise in blood pressure.

30-50 mA

Seconds or minutes

Heart

irregularities.

Powerful

cramp

effect.

Unconsciousness. Rise in blood pressure. If time
runs to minutes, may prove fatal.
50 to a few hundreds

Less than cardiac cycle

No ventricular fibrillation. Heavy shock.

50 to a few hundreds

Above one cardiac cycle

Ventricular

fibrillation.

Current

marks.

Unconsciousness. If not attended immediately –
death.
Above a few

Less than cardiac cycle

hundreds
Above

Ventricular fibrillation possible

depending on

heart phases. Current marks. Unconsciousness.
a

few Over one cardiac cycle

Reversible cardiac arrest. Unconsciousness burns.

hundreds
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Review:
If now a review is made of calculation made above, it may be noted that only 3.3 milli Amps
flowed through the body. From table it could be seen that this range is not fatal. The victim with some
presence of mind can release himself or someone near him will come to switch off supply. Suppose
now the victim is on wet ground and has no foot wear, the resistance may be as low as say 690 ohms.
The current through the body will be 330 milli Amps, in the table this current will come under the
range “50 to a few hundreds” and this can be fatal. From this example it could be seen that unless one
is absolutely careless in every way he is quite safe from electricity in his house, office, etc.
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CHAPTER – 2
GENERAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO SAFETY

I.

Statutory Regulations:
It is the duty of all persons who may be concerned with the installation, operation and

maintenance of the electrical lines and apparatus, to make themselves thoroughly conversant with the
regulations and safety rules governing the work they may have to undertake on these lines and
apparatus.
Generation, transmission, distribution and utilization of electrical energy in India are
governed by Electricity Act 2003.

The electricity supply undertakings are required to comply with the following statutory Acts besides
those given above;
(a) Factories Act, 1948; and
(b) Workmen Compensation Act, 1923.
(c) Payment of Wages Act, 1936
In addition to the statutory regulations mentioned above, the safety instruction given in this
Manual for the guidance of the staff employed in connection with the execution of work on or near
the electric lines and apparatus or for their operation and maintenance, should be strictly complied
with at all times.
It shall be the responsibility of the person-in-charge to interpret and explain correctly the rules
and regulations to all the staff concerned and to ensure that the staff thoroughly understands the same.
II.

Definitions:
(a) ‘APPROVED’ means a type sanctioned for use by the undertaking.
(b) ‘AUTHORISED PERSON’ means a competent person appointed in writing by a competent
authority to carry out specific duties incidental to the transmission, conversion,
transformation, distribution or utilization of electrical energy as per the provisions of Rules.

Note: - No person shall be authorised unless he is competent to perform the duties for which
he is authorised and no person shall be deemed to be authorised unless his name has been
entered in a list maintained in the office or premises of the person authorizing him and the
purpose for which the person has been authorised is stated side by side therein and attested by
the authorised person and the person authorising him.
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(c) ‘COMPETENT PERSON’ means a person who has sufficient technical knowledge and / or
experience of a particular branch of engineering or science and is normally of the rank of not
lower then Executive Engineer.
(d) ‘EARTH’ means the conducting mass of earth or a conductor connected to it through very
small impedance.
(e) ‘ELECTRICAL APPARATUS’ means all electrical apparatus pertaining to the transmission,
distribution and utilization of electrical energy.
(f) ‘ISOLATED’ means physically disconnected from all sources of electrical energy and in
manner that disconnected contacts of the isolating switch are normally visible.
(g) ‘LIVE’ in respect of any apparatus, equipment and conductor means electrically charged.
(h) ‘MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT’ means all mechanical equipment pertaining to the
transmission, distribution and utilization of electrical energy.
(i) ‘PERMIT TO WORK’ means a form of declaration issued by an Authorized Person to
another Authorised Person-in-charge of the work to be carried out on or adjacent to any
electrical apparatus or chemical equipment for the purpose of making known to such latter
person exactly what apparatus or equipment have been made dead, isolated and discharged
are safe to be worked on, and gives the description of the work required to be carried out
under the permit.
(j) ‘TEMPORARY EARTH’ means an earth defined under para (d) above, but applied
temporarily at the point of work on any electrical apparatus during actual working thereon
after the issue of Permit to Work.
(k) ‘VISITOR’ means a person other than an employee permitted to enter a work point under a
permit by the undertaking.

III.

General conditions relating to supply and use of electricity:

Precautions against leakage before connection:
1)

The supplier shall not connect with his works the installation or apparatus on the premises of
nay applicant for supply unless he is reasonably satisfied that the connection will not at the
7

time of making the connection cause a leakage from the installation or apparatus of a
magnitude detrimental to safety which shall be checked by measuring the insulation
resistance as under(i)

All equipments shall have the insulation resistance (IR) value as stipulated in the relevant
Indian Standards.

(ii)

On application of 500 V DC between each live conductor and earth for a period of one
minute, the insulation resistance of installation and equipment of voltage not exceeding
650 V shall be atleast 1 MEGA OHM or as specified in the relevant Indian Standards.

(iii)

On application of 2.5 kV DC between each live conductor and earth for a period of one
minute, the insulation resistance of installation and equipment of voltage exceeding 650
V but not exceeding 33 KV shall be atleast 5 MEGA OHM or as specified in the relevant
Indian Standard.

Leakage on consumer’s premises:
1) If the Electrical Inspector or the supplier has reasons to believe that there is leakage in the system
of a consumer which is likely to affect injuriously the use of electricity by the supplier or by other
persons, or which is likely to cause danger, he may give the consumer a notice in writing that he
desires to inspect and test the consumer's installation.

2) If on such notice being given, the consumer does not give all reasonable facilities for inspection
and testing of his installation, or when an insulation resistance of the consumer's installation is so
low as to prevent safe use of electricity, the supplier may, and if directed so to do by the Electrical
Inspector shall discontinue the supply of electricity to the instal1ation but only after giving to the
consumer forty eight hours notice in writing of disconnection of supply and shall not recommence
the supply until he or the Electrical Inspector is satisfied that the cause of the leakage has been
removed.

Supply and use of electricity:
1)

The

electricity shall not be supplied, transformed, converted, inverted or used or

continued to be supplied, transformed converted, inverted or used unless the conditions
contained in sub-regulations (2) to (8) are complied with.

2)

The following controls of requisite capacity to carry and break the current shall be placed
as near as possible after the point of commencement of supply so as to be readily
accessible and capable of being easily operated to completely isolate the supply to the
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installation, such equipment being in addition to any equipment installed for controlling
individual circuits or apparatus, namely.

(i)

A linked switch with fuse or a circuit breaker by consumers of voltage which does not
exceed 650 V;

(ii)

A linked switch with fuse or a circuit breaker by a consumer of voltage exceeding 650 V
but not exceeding 33 kV having aggregate installed transformer or apparatus capacity up
to 1000 KVA to be supplied at Voltage upto 11 kV and 2500 KVA at higher voltages
(above 11 kV and not exceeding 33 kV);

(iii)

A circuit breaker by consumers at voltage exceeding 650 V but not exceeding 33 kV
having an aggregate installed transformer and apparatus capacity above 1000 KVA and
supplied at voltage upto 11 kV and above 2500 KVA at higher voltages (above 11 kV and
not exceeding 33 kV).

(iv)

A circuit breaker by a consumer of voltage exceeding 33 kV.
Provided that where the point of commencement of supply and the consumer apparatus are

near each other, one linked switch with fuse or circuit breaker near the point of commencement of
supply shall be considered sufficient.

3)

In case of every transformer the following shall be provided; namely:-

(i) On primary side for transformers, a linked switch with fuse or circuit breaker of adequate
capacity:
Provided that the linked switch on the primary side of the transformer may be of such
capacity as to carry the full load current and to break only the magnetizing current the transformer:

Provided further that for all transformers:
(a) having a capacity of 5000 KVA and above installed before the year 2000; and
(b) having a capacity 1000 KVA and above installed in or after the year 2000, a circuit breaker
shall be provided;
Provided also that the linked switch on the primary side of the transformer shall not required
for the unit auxiliary transformer and generator transformer;

(ii)

In respect of all transformers installed in or after the year 2000, on the secondary side of all
transformers, a circuit breaker of adequate rating shall be installed;
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Provided that for Suppliers’ of transformers of capacity below 1000 KVA, a linked
switch with fuse or circuit breaker of adequate rating shall be installed on secondary side.

4)

Except in the case of composite control gear designed as a unit each distinct circuit is to be
protected against excess energy by means of suitable cut-out or a circuit breaker of adequate
breaking capacity suitably located and so constructed as to prevent danger from overheating,
arcing or scattering of hot metal when it comes into operation and to permit for ready renewal
of the fusible metal of the cut-out without danger.

5)

The supply of electricity to each motor or a group of motors or other apparatus meant for
operating one particular machine shall be controlled by a suitable linked switch or a circuit
breaker or an emergency tripping device with manual reset of requisite capacity placed in
such a position as to be adjacent to the motor or a group of motors or other apparatus readily
accessible to and easily operated by the person incharge and so connected in the circuit that
by its means all supply of electricity can be cut off from the motor or group of motors or
apparatus from any regulating switch, resistance of other device associated therewith.

6)

All insulating materials shall be chosen with special regard to the circumstances of their
proposed use and their mechanical strength shall be sufficient for their purpose and so far as
is practicable of such a character or so protected as to maintain adequately their insulating
property under all working conditions in respect of temperature and moisture; and

7)

Adequate precautions shall be taken to ensure that no live parts are so exposed as to cause
danger.

8)

Every consumer shall use all reasonable means to ensure that where electricity is supplied by
a supplier, no parson, other than the supplier shall interfere with service lines and apparatus
placed by the supplier on the premises of the consumer.

Provisions for supply and use of electricity in multi - storeyed building more than 15 meters in
height:
(1) The connected load and voltage of supply above which inspection is to be carried out by an
Electrical Inspector for a multi-storeyed building of more than fifteen meters height shall be
notified by the Appropriate Government.

(2) Before making an application for commencement of supply or recommencement of supply
after an installation has been disconnected for a period of six months or more, the owner or
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occupier of a multi-storeyed building shall give not less than thirty days notice in writing to
the Electrical Inspector specify therein the particulars of installations and the supply of
electricity shall not be commenced or recommenced within this period, without the approval
in writing of the Electrical Inspector.

(3) The supplier or owner of the installation shall provide at the point of commencement of
supply a suitable iso1ating device with cut-out or breaker to operate on all phases except
neutral in the 3 phase, 4-wire circuit and fixed in a conspicuous position at not more than 1.70
metres above the ground so as to completely isolate the supply to the building in case of
emergency.

(4) The owner or occupier of a multi- storeyed building shall ensure that electrical installations
and works inside the building are carried out and maintained in such a manner as to prevent
danger due to shock and fire hazards, and the installation is carried out in accordance with the
relevant codes of practice.

(5) No other service pipes and cables shall be taken along the ducts provided for

laying power

cables and all ducts provided for power cab1es and other services shall be provided with fire
barrier at each floor crossing.

Conditions applicable to installations of voltage exceeding 250 volts:
The following conditions shall be complied with where electricity of voltage above 250 V is
supplied, converted, transformed or used; namely:-

(i)

all conductors, other than those of overhead lines, shall be completely enclosed in
mechanically strong metal casing or metallic covering which is

electrically and

mechanically continuous and adequately protected against mechanical damage unless the
said conductors are accessible only to an designated person or installed and protected so
as to prevent danger: provided that non-metallic conduits conforming to the relevant
Indian Standard Specifications may be used for installations of voltage not exceeding 650
V;

(ii)

all metal works, enclosing supporting or associated with the installation, other than that
designed to serve as a conductor shall be connected with an earthing system as per
standards laid down in the Indian Standards in this regard and the provisions of
regulations.
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(iii)

Every switchboard shall comply with the following(a) A clear space of not less than one metre in width shall be provided in front of the
switchboard;

(b) If there are any attachments or bare connections at the back of the switchboard, the
space, if any, behind the switchboard shall be either less than twenty centimeters or
more than seventy five centimeters in width, measured from the farthest protruding
part of any attachment or conductor;

(c) If the space behind the switchboard exceeds seventy five centimeters in width, there
shall be a passage way from either end of the switchboard, clear to a height of 1.8
metres.

(iv)

In case of installations provided in premises where inflammable materials including gases and
chemicals are produced, handled or stored, the electrical installations, equipment and apparatus
shall comply with the requirements of flame proof, dust tight, totally enclosed or any other
suitable type of electrical fittings depending upon the hazardous zones as per the relevant Indian
Standard Specifications.

Precautions against failure of supply and notice of failures:
(1) The layout of the electric supply lines of the supplier for the supply of electricity throughout
his area of supply shall under normal working conditions be sectionalised and so arranged,
and provided with switchgear or circuit-breakers, so located, as to restrict within reasonable
limits the extent of the portion of the system affected by any failure of supply.

(2) The supplier shall take all reasonable precautions to avoid any accidental interruptions of
supply, and also to avoid danger to the public or to any employee or designated person when
engaged on any operation during and in connection with the installation, extension,
replacement, repair and maintenance of any works.

(3) For the purpose of testing or for any other purpose connected with the efficient working of the
supplier's installations, the supply of electricity may be discontinued by the supplier for such
period as may be necessary, subject to not less than twenty four hours notice being given by
the supplier to all consumers likely to be affected by such discontinuance:

Provided that no such notice shall be given in cases of emergency
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Safety provisions for electrical installations and apparatus of voltage not exceeding 650 volts:

Connection with earth:
The following conditions shall apply to the connection with earth of systems at voltage
normally exceeding 125 V but not exceeding 650 V, namely:
(i)

Neutral conductor of a 3-phase, 4-wire system and the middle conductor of a 2-phase, 3wire system shall be earthed by not less than two separate and distinct connections with a
minimum of two different earth electrodes or such large number as may be necessary to
bring the earth resistance to a satisfactory value both at the generating station and at the
sub-station.

(ii)

The earth electrodes so provided, shall be inter-connected to reduce earth resistance.

(iii)

Neutral conductor shall also be earthed at one or more points along the distribution
system or service-line, in addition to any connection with earth which may be at the
consumer’s premises.

(iv)

In the case of a system comprising electric supply lines having concentric cables, the
external conductor of such cables shall be earthed by two separate and distinct
connections with earth.

(v)

The connection with earth may include a link by means of which the connection may be
temporarily interrupted for the purpose of testing or for locating a fault.

(vi)

In a direct current three wire system, the middle conductor shall be earthed at the
generating station only, and the current from the middle conductor to earth shall be
continuously recorded by means of a recording ammeter, and if at any time the current
exceeds one-thousandth part of the maximum supply current, immediate steps shall be
taken to improve the insulation of the system.

(vii)

Where the middle conductor is earthed by means of a circuit breaker with a resistance
connected in parallel, the resistance shall not exceed ten ohms and on the opening of the
circuit breaker, immediate steps shall be taken to improve the insulation of the system,
and the circuit breaker shall be reclosed as soon as possible.

(viii)

The resistance shall be used only as a protection for the ammeter in case of earths on the
system and until such earths are removed and immediate steps shall be taken to locate and
remove the earth.
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(ix)

In the case of an alternating current system, there shall not be inserted in the connection
with earth, any impedance, other than that required solely for the operation of switchgear
or instruments, cut-out or circuit breaker, and the result of any test made to ascertain
whether the current, if any, passing through the connection with earth is normal, shall be
duly recorded by the supplier.

(x)

No person shall make connection with earth by the aid of, nor shall he keep it in contact
with, any water mains not belonging to him except with the consent of the owner thereof
and of the Electrical Inspector.

(xi)

Alternating current systems which are connected with earth as aforesaid shall be
electrically interconnected;
Provided that each connection with earth is bonded to the metal sheathing and metallic

armouring, if any, of the electric supply lines concerned.
(xii)

The frame of every generator, stationary motor, portable motor, and the metallic parts, not
intended as conductors, of all transformers and any other apparatus used for regulating or
controlling electricity, and all electricity consuming apparatus, of voltage exceeding 250
V but not exceeding 650 V shall be earthed by the owner by two separate and distinct
Connections with earth.

(xiii)

Neutral point of every generator and transformer shall be earthed by connecting it to the
earthing system by not less than two separate and distinct connections.

(xiv)

All metal casing or metallic coverings containing or protecting any electric supply line or
apparatus shall be connected with earth and shall be so joined and connected across all
junction boxes and other openings as to make good mechanical and electrical connection
throughout their whole length:

Provided that conditions mentioned in this regulation shall not apply, where the supply
voltage does not exceed 250 V and the apparatus consists of wall tubes or brackets, electroliers,
switches, ceiling fans or other fittings, other than portable hand lamps and portable and transportable
apparatus, unless provided with earth terminal and to class - II apparatus and appliances:
Provided further that where the supply voltage is not exceeding 250 V and where the
installations are either new or renovated; all plug sockets shall be of the three pin type, and the third
pin shall be permanently and efficiently earthed.
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(xv)

All earthing systems shall
(a) consist of equipotential bonding conductors capable of carrying the prospective earth
fault current and a group of pipes, rods and plate electrodes for dissipating the current to
the general mass of earth without exceeding the allowable temperature limits as per
relevant Indian Standards in order to maintain all non-current carrying metal works
reasonably at earth potential and to avoid dangerous contact potentials being developed
on such metal works;

(b) limit earth resistance sufficiently low to permit adequate fault current for the operation of
protective devices in time and to reduce neutral shifting;

(c) be mechanically strong, withstand corrosion and retain electrical continuity during the
life of the installation and all earthing systems shall be tested to ensure efficient earthing,
before the electric supply lines or apparatus are energized.

(xvi)

All earthing systems belonging to the supplier shall in addition, be tested for resistance on
dry day during the dry season not less than once every two years.

(xvii)

A record of every earth test made and the result thereof shall be kept by the supplier for a
period of not less than two years after the day of testing and shall be available to the
Electrical Inspector when required.

Explanation: The expression “Class-II apparatus and appliance" shall have the same meaning as is
assigned to it in the relevant Indian Standards.

Earth leakage protective device:
The supply of electricity to every electrical

Installation other than voltage not exceeding

250 V below 5 kW and those installations of voltage not exceeding 250 V which do not attract
provisions of section 54 of the Act, shall be controlled by an earth leakage protective device so as to
disconnect the supply instantly on the occurrence of earth fault or leakage of current:

Provided that such earth leakage protective device shall not be required for overhead supply
lines having protective devices which are effectively bonded to the neutral of supply transformers and
conforming to the relevant regulations.
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Safety provisions for electrical installations and apparatus of voltage exceeding 650 volts:
The owner shall observe the following conditions, where electricity at voltage exceeding 650
V is supplied, converted, transformed or used;

(i)

he shall maintain safety clearances for electrical apparatus as per Bureau of Indian
Standard specification so that sufficient space is available for easy operation and
maintenance without any hazard to the operating and maintenance personnel working
near the equipment and for ensuring adequate ventilation;

(ii)

he shall not allow any encroachment below such installation:
Provided that where the Electrical Inspector comes across any such encroachment, he shall

direct the owner to remove such encroachments;

(iii)

the minimum safety working clearances specified in Schedule-VII shall be maintained for
the bare conductors or live parts of any apparatus in outdoor sub-stations excluding
overhead lines of installations of voltage exceeding 650 V;

(iv)

he shall ensure that the windings of motors or other apparatus within reach from any
position in which a person may require to be, are suitably protected so as to prevent
danger;

(v)

he shall ensure that where a transformer or transformers are used, suitable provision shall
be made, either by connecting with earth, a point of the circuit at the lower voltage or
otherwise, to guard against danger by reason of the said circuit becoming accidentally
charged above its normal voltage by leakage from or contact with the circuit at the higher
voltage;

(vi)

a sub-station or a switching station with apparatus having more than 2000 liters of oil
shall not be located in the basement where proper oil draining arrangement cannot be
provided.
Dry type of transformers only shall be used for installations inside the residential and

commercial buildings;

(vii)

without prejudice to the above measures, he shall take adequate fire protection
arrangement for quenching the fire in the apparatus;
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(viii)

he shall ensure that the transformers of 10 MVA and above rating or in case of oil filled
transformers with oil capacity of more than 2000 liters are

Provided with fire fighting system as per IS - 3034: 1993 or with -Nitrogen Injection Fire
Protection System;

Inter-locks and protection for use of electricity at voltage exceeding 650 Volts:
(1) The owner shall ensure the following namely:
(i)

Isolators and the controlling circuit breakers shall be inter-locked so that the isolators
cannot be operated unless the corresponding breaker is in open position;

(ii)

Isolators and the corresponding earthing switches shal1 be inter-locked so that no earthing
switch can be closed unless and until the corresponding isolator is in open position;

(iii)

Where two, or, more supplies are not intended to be operated in parallel, the respective
circuit breakers or linked switches controlling the supplies shall be inter-locked to prevent
possibility of any inadvertent paralleling or feedback;

(iv)

When two or more transformers are operated in parallel, the system shall be so arranged
as to trip the secondary breaker of a transformer in case the primary breaker of that
transformer trips;

(v)

All gates or doors which give access to live parts of an installation shall be inter-locked in
such a way that these, cannot be opened unless the live parts are made dead and proper
discharging and earthing of these parts should be ensured before any person comes in
close proximity of such parts;

(vi)

Where two or more generators operate in parallel and neutral switching is adopted, interlock shall be provided to ensure that generator breaker cannot be closed unless one of the
neutrals is connected to the earthing system.

(2) The following protection shall be provided in all systems and circuits to automatically
disconnect the supply under abnormal conditions, namely:
(i)

Over current protection to disconnect the supply automatically if the rated current of the
equipment, cable or supply line is exceeded for a time which the equipment, cable or
supply line is not designed to withstand;
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(ii)

Earth fault or earth leakage protection to disconnect the supply automatically if the earth
fault current exceeds the limit of current for keeping the contact potential within the
reasonable values;

(iii)

Gas pressure type and winding and oil temperature protection to give alarm and tripping
shall be provided on all transformers of ratings 1000 KVA and above;

(iv)

Transformers of capacity 10 MVA and above shall be protected against incipient faults by
differential protection;

Testing, Operation and Maintenance:
(1) Before approval is accorded by the Electrical Inspector under regulations, the
manufacturer‘s test certificates shall, if required, be produced for all the routines tests as
required under the relevant Indian Standards.

(2) No new apparatus, cable or supply line of voltage exceeding 650 Volts shall be
commissioned unless such apparatus, cable or supply line are subjected to site testes as
per relevant code of practice of the Bureau of Indian Standards.

(3) No apparatus, cable or supply line of voltage exceeding 650 Volts which has been kept
disconnected, for a period of six months or more, from the system for alteration or repair,
shall be connected to the system until such apparatus, cable or supply line are subjected
to the relevant tests as per code of practice of Bureau of Indian Standards.

(4) All apparatus, cables and supply lines shall be maintained in healthy conditions and testes
shall be carried out periodically as per the relevant code of practice of the Bureau of
Indian Standards.

(5) Records of all tests, trippings, maintenance works and repairs of all equipments cables
and supply lines shall be duly kept in such a way that these records can be compared with
earlier ones.

(6) It shall be the responsibility of the owner of all installations of voltage exceeding 650 V
to maintain and operate the installations in a condition free from danger and as

(7) Recommended by the manufacturer or by the relevant codes of practice of the Bureau of
Indian Standards.
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Precautions to be taken against excess leakage in case of metal sheathed electric supply lines:
The following precautions shall be taken in case of electric supply lines other than overhead
lines, for use at voltage exceeding 650 V; namely:
(i)

The conductors of the cable except the cable with thermoplastic insulation without any
metallic screen or armour shall be enclosed in metal sheathing which shall be electrically
continuous and connected with earth, and the conductivity of the metal sheathing shall be
maintained and reasonable precautions taken where necessary to avoid corrosion of the
sheathing;

(ii)

The resistance of the earth connection with metallic sheath shall be kept low enough to
permit the controlling circuit breaker or cut-out to operate in the event of any failure of
insulation between the metallic sheath and the conductor.

Explanation: In the case of thermoplastic insulated and sheathed cables with metallic armour the
metallic wire or tape armour, shall be considered as metal sheathing.

Connection with earth for apparatus exceeding 650V:
(1) All non-current carrying metal parts associated with an installation of voltage exceeding 650 V
shall be effectively earthed to a grounding system or mat which shall,
(i)

Limit the touch and step potential to tolerable values;

(ii)

Limit the ground potential rise to tolerable values so as to prevent danger due to transfer
of potential through ground, earth wires, cable sheath, fences, pipe lines, etc.;

(iii)

Maintain the resistance of the earth connection to such a value as to make operation of the
protective device effective;

(2) In the case of star connected system with earthed neutrals or delta connected system with earthed
artificial neutral point,
i)

The neutral point of every generator and transformer shall be earthed by connecting it to the
earthing system not by less than two separate and distinct connections.
Provided that the neutral point of a generator may be connected to the earthing
system through an impedance to limit the fault current to the earth:
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Provided further: that in the- case of multi-machine systems neutral switching may be
resorted to, for limiting the injurious effect of harmonic current circulation in the system;

ii) The generator or transformer neutral shall be earthed through a suitable 'impedance where an
appreciable harmonic current flowing in the neutral connection causes interference, with
communication circuits;

iii) In case of the delta connected system the neutral point shall be obtained by the insertion of a
grounding transformer and current limiting resistance or impedance wherever considered
necessary at the commencement of such a system.

(3) In case of generating stations, sub-stations and industrial installations of voltage exceeding 33 kV,
the system neutral earthing and protective frame earthing may be; if system design so warrants,
integrated into common earthing grid provided the resistance to earth of combined mat does not cause
the step and touch potential to exceed its permissible values.

(4) Single phase systems of voltage exceeding 650 V shall be effectively earthed.

Every earthing system belonging to either the supplier or the consumer shall be tested for its
resistance to earth on a dry day during dry season not less than once a year and records of such tests
shall be maintained

IV.

Safety precautions:
General safety precautions to be observed by the employees of Electrical undertaking to avoid
accidents to themselves, to their fellow workmen and public.

Fundamentals of safety:
 Prevention of accidents requires whole-hearted co-opeartion of all employees engaged for the
execution of work. It is, therefore, the necessary that the employees should be familiar with
the safety rules and regulations and to apply them to their work.
 Prevention of accidents calls for extreme discipline while executing the work. Employees
should not be allowed to take up the work wearing loose dress.
 The place of working should be keep neat, clean and adequately illuminated to avoid
darkness.
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General safety precautions:
 All voltages shall be considered DANGEROUS even though the voltage may not be high
enough to produce shock.
 All electrical circuits are to be treated alive and no work (maintenance, repairs, cleaning) is to
be carried out on any part of the electrical apparatus or circuit unless such parts area) Dead;
b) Isolated and all practicable steps taken to lock off from the live conductors;
c) Efficiently connected to earth at all points of disconnections to supply to such apparatus or
between such and such points of work;
d) Released for work by issue of a permit;
e) Checked for de-energisation.
 No person shall touch the insulation which covers or supports any conductor subject to high
voltage unless the conductor is dead and earthed.
 Danger notices, barriers, screens shall be fixed or moved only under the supervision of an
Authorised Person.
 Workings space adjacent to exposed parts live shall not be used as passage-ways.
 New electrical apparatus shall not be placed in service without the approval of the Senior
Authorised person and until the same has been thoroughly examined and if necessary tested
by him.
 In places where there is an occasional danger of explosion from inflammable gas or vapour
mixture, all electrical apparatus shall be so constructed as to prevent danger and excluded
from the area of risk.
 Electrical conductors and cables shall be so arranged that the course of any conductor can be
duly traced.
 Electrical circuits and other electrical equipment shall be identified by labels or other suitable
means to reduce the risk of accidents by mistakes
 In the event of near approach of a lightning storm, all outside work on electrical system
should cease.
 Use of overalls, dungarees, jumpers and coats having metal buttons, metals straps and similar
metal fittings should be avoided. Loose clothing should not be worn.
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 Shoes with nailed soles should not be worn Shoes should have sewn soles or preferably
rubber soles.
 Do not wear suspenders and arm bands with metal buckles or other metal parts.
 Metal key chains or metal keepers for key rings or watch rings should not be worn on the
outside of clothing.
 Extra precautions should be taken when working in an abnormally damp area.
 Workmen shall satisfy themselves regarding safe working conditions and place themselves in
a safe position while working to avoid falling, stumbling, slipping or moving backwards
against live parts.
 When

working

under

hazardous

conditions,

the

workmen

shall,

under

no

circumstances, hurry to take necessary changes and also shall not continue to work under such
conditions when tired or exhausted.
 Workmen shall not toss tools and/ or material from one person to another, but transfer them
from hand to hand or by a hand line and a tool bag
 Workmen shall not place tools near the edge of scaffold, roofs or on structure from where
they are liable to fall off or be kicked off.
 Workmen shall not do anything that may startle a person working in hazardous location.

Safety of public and visitors:
 Any site of hazardous operations should be protected by suitable fencing, guards and signs to
prevent unauthorised entries. While working on road crossing or crowded places, adequate
steps should be taken to protect people from accidental encounter with the objects associated
with a particular work.
 Authorised visitor and official guests shall be conducted in the Receiving Stations and Substations and shall not be left to find their own way. No unauthorised person should be allowed
into protected places.
 When any man-hole cover is removed, the hole shall be guarded by properly constructed
ratings and warning signs (i.e. flags by day and red lights by night) placed at points visible
from a safe distance.
 When work is conducted along public street or highways, pedestrian and vehicular traffic
shall be warned by signs and flags by day and red lights by night. Wherever necessary, a
signal man shall be posted.
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Protective clothing and footwear:
 All employees shall wear clothes and footwear suitable to the occasion.
 Employees should not wear loose dhotis, pyjamas, neckties, key chains or watch chains near
moving parts of machines.
 While working the employees shall not use shoes with projecting nails or other types of metal
parts liable to slip.
 Employees exposed to dangers of falling materials shall wear safety hats and shoes.

V.

Safety systems and procedures:
It is essential that safety should be preached and practiced at all times by all concerned in
installation, operation and maintenance of electric lines and apparatus. The real benefit to be derived
from a guide of this nature will be realized only when the safety instructions it contains are regarded
as normal routine duty and not as involving extra and laborious operations.

General safety practices in electrical work:
Exercise care:
 Place yourself in a safe and secure position to avoid slipping, stumbling or moving backward
against live conductors or apparatus. Do not rely for protection upon the care assumed to be
exercised by others.
 In the event of near approach of a lightning storm, all outdoor work on electrical system
should cease.
 Make a habit of being cautious. Be on the lookout for danger notice plates, danger flags,
warning boards and signals etc. Warn others when they seem to be in danger near live
conductors or apparatus.
Personal apparel:
 Use of overalls, dungarees, jumpers and coats having metal buttons, metals straps and similar
metal fittings should be avoided. Bone buttons may be used. Buttons should be sewed in place
with thread. Loose clothing should not be worn.
 While working on live conductors, do not roll up sleeves as dry cloth gives some protection
against shocks.
 Do not wear shoes with nailed soles. Shoes should have sewn soles, or preferably rubber
soles.
 Do not wear suspenders and arm bands with metal buckles or other metal parts. These might
come in close proximity to live parts and cause serious, if not fatal, injury.
 Metal key chains or metal keepers for key rings or watch chains should not be worn on the
outside of clothing.
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 While welding, wear goggles, safety glasses or any other eye protection as instructed by the
person-in-charge depending upon the type of work handled.
Treat everything as live:
 Treat all electrical conductors and apparatus always as live and consequently dangerous to
human life, unless it is positively known to be dead and properly earthed and take precautions
accordingly.
 Never speak to any person working upon live mains or apparatus, unless the person doing the
work is aware of your presence.
Dangerous voltages:
 All voltages are dangerous. It shall be borne in mind that even low voltage shock may be
fatal.
 Every person-in-charge of work on any mains or apparatus shall assure himself that the same
is free from dangerous leakage or induction and has been effectively earthed locally before
permitting men to work upon it.
Dangerous areas:
When working in areas which contain or may contain live mains and apparatus, fix danger
notice plates, barriers, rails or other guarding arrangement for the working area. Do not store materials
within high voltage enclosures or low voltage areas.
Warning boards:
Warning boards shall be placed by the person-in-charge on all switchgear before men are
permitted to work and should only be removed by the person who has placed them. It is desirable that
the person issuing the permit shall place one warning board on the switch energizing the mains for
each permit issued so that he can be sure that all the permits-to-work are returned when he has to
charge the mains.
Visitors and un-authorised persons:
Visitors and unauthorized persons shall not be allowed to proceed in the vicinity of live
mains and apparatus, unless accompanied by an authorised person who will be responsible to ensure
that his instructions regarding safety are strictly complied with.
Working in damp situations:
Extra precautions should be taken when working in abnormally damp area.
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Use of tong or clip-on ammeters:
These shall not be used on high voltage conductors, unless the conductors are lead-sheathed.
On low voltage conductors, all persons not accustomed to the handling of tong or clip-on ammeter,
shall be warned by the person instructing him of the necessary precautions to be observed before
being allowed to use it.
Warning the public:
When, either accidentally or otherwise, live mains and apparatus constitute a danger to
persons in a public place, a person shall be detailed to stand by and personally warn the public until
the danger has been removed.
Portable electrical apparatus:
 All portable electrical apparatus shall be regularly examined, tested and maintained to ensure
that the apparatus and leads are in good order.
 Ensure that all portable appliances are provided with 3-pin plug and socket connections and
that the metal work of the apparatus is effectively earthed.
 All loose wiring, such as flexible cables for portable lamps, tools and trailing cables and other
portable and transportable apparatus shall be tested regularly at frequent intervals to ensure
safety.
Lighting:
Inadequate lighting of working areas is by itself a source of danger, particularly when work is
undertaken at night. Never, therefore, allow any work in dark or badly illuminated or ill-ventilated
places.
Safety posters:
Suitable safety posters in the form of DOs and DON’Ts instructions for the guidance of the
working staff should be exhibited at important locations, such as generating stations, receiving
stations, sub-stations and factories.
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Safety poster for vigilance against electrical accidents:
Important: Electric shocks are easily received and are easily avoided. The risk not always
APPARENT. BE CAREFUL. Observe scrupulously the following DOs and DON’Ts:

DOs

DON’Ts
1. MAINS AND APPARATUS

Before replacing a lamp or handling a fan, make Do not connect single pole switch or fuse in a
sure that the supply is switched off.

neutral circuit, but always connect in the live or
phase wire.

Use correct size and quality of fuse wire when

Do not renew a blown fuse until you are satisfied

renewing blown fuse.

as to the cause and have rectified any irregularity.

When removing fuse, pull out the supply end first

Do not use copper wire as substitute for fuse

and when replacing, the supply end should be put

wire.

in last.
Place sign ‘men working’ or other warning Do not close any switch, unless you are familiar
boards on main switch before commencing work

with the circuit which it controls and know the
reason for its being opened.

Before working on any circuit or apparatus, make Do not touch or tamper with any electrical gear or
sure that the controlling switches are opened and

conductor, unless you have made sure that it is

locked or the fuse holders withdrawn.

dead and earthed. High voltage apparatus may
give leakage, shock or flashover even without
touching.

Always treat circuit as alive until you have Do not work in live circuits without the express
proved them to be dead, the insulation of the orders of the person-in-charge. Make certain that
conductors may be defective.

all safety precautions have been taken and you
are accompanied by a second person competent
to render first aid and artificial respiration.

Before working on motor or other rotating

Do not disconnect earthing connections or render

machine, make sure that it cannot be set in ineffective the safety gadgets installed on mains
motion without your permission.

and apparatus.

Cultivate the habit of turning your face away

Do not tamper with the meter boards and cutouts,
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wherever an arc or flash may occur.

unless you are authorized to do so.

Guard against arcs as well as high voltage,

Do not expose your eyes to an electric arc.

remember that burns from arcs may be very

Painful injury may result even with short

severe.

exposure.

See that all splices and connections are securely

Do not close or open a switch or fuse slowly or

made.

hesitatingly; do it quickly and positively.

Use extreme care when breaking an inductive Do not turn your face and then grope for switch
circuit as dangerously high voltage is likely to

or fuse.

result.
Thoroughly discharge to earth all cables before Do not use metal case flashlight around apparatus
working on the cores.

which is energized.

Test rubber gloves periodically.

Do not place any part of your body in circuit
either to ground or across the terminal when
making a connection or operation.

Place rubber mats in front of electrical switch

Do not use wires with poor insulation.

boards
Prevent accumulation of gases in unventilated

Do not touch an electric circuit when your hands

manholes. Varnishes emit flammable vapour.

are wet or bleeding from a cut or an abrasion.
Do not work on energized circuits without taking
extra precautions, such as the use of rubber
gloves and wooden handles.
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CHAPTER – 3
GENERAL SAFETY REQUIREMENTS

I.

General safety requirements pertaining to construction, installation, protection,

operation and maintenance of electric supply lines and apparatus:
(1)

All electric supply lines and apparatus shall be of sufficient rating for power, insulation and

estimated fault current and of sufficient mechanical strength, for the duty cycle which they may be
required to perform under the environmental conditions of installation, and shall be constructed,
installed, protected, worked and maintained in such a manner as to ensure safety of human beings,
animals and property.

(2)

The material and apparatus used shall conform to the relevant specifications of the Bureau of

Indian Standards or International Electro – technical Commission where such specifications have
already been laid down.

(3)

All electrical equipment shall be installed above the Mean Sea Level (MSL) as declared by

local Municipal Authorities and where such equipment is to be installed in the basement, consumer
shall ensure that the design of the basement should be such that there is no seapage or leakage or
logging of water in the basement.

II.
(1)

Service lines and apparatus on consumer’s premises:
The supplier shall ensure that all electric supply lines, wires, fittings and apparatus belonging

to him or under his control, which are on a consumer’s premises, are in a safe condition and in all
respects fit for supplying electricity and the supplier shall take precautions to avoid danger arising on
such premises from such supply lines, wires, fittings and apparatus.

(2)

Service lines placed by the supplier on the premises of a consumer which are underground or

which are accessible shall be so insulated and protected by the supplier as to be secured under all
ordinary conditions against electrical, mechanical, chemical or other injury to the insulation.

(3)

The consumer shall, as far as circumstances permit, take precautions for the safe custody of

the equipment on his premises belonging to the supplier.

(4)

The consumer shall also ensure that the installation under his control is maintained in a safe

condition.
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III.
(1)

Switchgear on consumer’s premises:
The supplier shall provide a suitable switchgear in each conductor of every service line other

than an earthed or earthed neutral conductor or the earthed external conductor of a concentric cable
within a consumer’s premises, in an accessible position and such switchgear shall be contained within
an adequately enclosed fireproof receptacle:
Provided that where more than one consumer is supplied through a common service line, each
such consumer shall be provided with independent switchgear at the point of rigid junction to the
common service.

(2)

Every electric supply line other than the earthed or earthed neutral conductor of any system or

the earthed external conductor of a concentric cable shall be protected by a suitable switchgear by its
owner.

IV.

Identification of earthed and earthed neutral conductors and position of switches and

switchgear therein:
Where the conductors include an earthed conductor of a two-wire system or an earthed neutral
conductor of a multi-wire system or a conductor which is to be connected thereto, the following
conditions shall be complied with:
(i)

An indication of a permanent nature shall be provided by the owner of the earthed or earthed

neutral conductor, or the conductor which is to be connected thereto, to enable such conductor to be
distinguished from any live conductor and such indications shall be provided(a)

Where the earthed or earthed neutral conductor is the property of the supplier, at or near the

point of commencement of supply;
(b)

Where a conductor forming part of a consumer’s system is to be connected to the supplier’s

earthed or earthed neutral conductor, at the point where such connection is to be made;
(c)

In all other cases, at a point corresponding to the point of commencement of supply or at

such other points as may be approved by an Electrical Inspector.

(ii)

No cut-out, link or switch other than a linked switch arranged to operate simultaneously on

the earthed or earthed neutral conductor and live conductors shall be inserted or remain inserted in
any earthed or earthed neutral conductor of a two wire system or in any earthed or earthed neutral
conductor of a multi-wire system or in any conductor connected thereto.
Provided that the above requirement shall not apply in case ofa)

A link for testing purpose, or

b)

A switch for use in controlling a generator or transformer.
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Earthed terminal on consumer’s premises:

V.
(1)

The supplier shall provide and maintain on the consumer’s premises for the consumer’s use, a

suitable earthed terminal in an accessible position at or near the point of commencement of supply.
Provided that in the case of installation of voltage exceeding 250 V the consumer shall, in addition to
the aforementioned earthing arrangement, provide his own earthing system with an independent
electrode.
Provided further that the supplier may not provide any earthed terminal in the case of
installations already connected to his system on or before the date to be specified by the State
Government in this behalf if he is satisfied that the consumer’s earthing arrangement is efficient.

(2)

The consumer shall take all reasonable precautions to prevent mechanical damage to the

earthed terminal and its lead belonging to the supplier.

(3)

The supplier may recover from the consumer the cost of installation on the basis of schedule

of charges published by him in advance.
Explanation: “Point of commencement of supply of electricity” shall mean the point at the incoming
terminal of the switchgear installed by the consumer.

VI.

Accessibility of bare conductors:

Where bare conductors are used in a building, the owner of such conductors shall(a)

Ensure that they are inaccessible;

(b)

Provide in readily accessible position switches for rendering them dead whenever necessary;

and
(c)

Take such other safety measures as are specified in the relevant Indian Standards.

VII. Danger notices:
The owner of every installation of voltage exceeding 250 V shall affix permanently in a
conspicuous position a danger notice in Hindi or English and the local language of the District, with a
sign of skull and bones of a design as per IS – 2551 on
(a)

Every motor, generator, transformer and other electrical plant and equipment together with

apparatus used for controlling or regulating the same;

(b)

All supports of overhead lines of voltage exceeding 650 V which can be easily climbed upon

without the aid of ladder or special appliances;
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(c)

Luminous tube sign requiring supply, X-ray and similar high frequency installations of

voltage exceeding 650 V but not exceeding 33 kV.
Provided that where it is not possible to affix such notices on any generator, motor,
transformer or other apparatus, they shall be affixed as near as possible thereto, or the word ‘danger’
and the voltage of the apparatus concerned shall be permanently painted on it:
Provided further that where the generator, motor, transformer or other apparatus is within an,
one notice affixed to the said enclosure shall be sufficient for the purposes of this regulation.
Explanation: For the purpose of clause (b) rails, tubular poles, wooden supports, reinforced cement
concrete poles without steps, I- sections and channels, shall be deemed as supports which cannot be
easily climbed upon.

VIII.
(1)

Handling of electric supply lines and apparatus:
Before any conductor or apparatus is handled, adequate precautions shall be taken, by

earthing or other suitable means, to discharge electrically such conductor or apparatus, and any
adjacent conductor or apparatus if there is danger there from, and to prevent any conductor or
apparatus from being accidentally or inadvertently electrically charged when persons are working
thereon.

(2)

Every person who is working on an electric supply line or apparatus or both shall be provided

with tools and devices such as gloves, rubber shoes, safety belts, ladders, earthing devices, helmets,
line testers, hand lines and the like for protecting him from mechanical and electrical injury and such
tools and devices shall always be maintained in sound and efficient working condition.

(3)

No person shall work on any live electric supply line or apparatus and no person shall assist

such person on such work, unless he is designated in that behalf, and takes the safety precautions.

(4)

Every telecommunication line on supports carrying a line of voltage exceeding 650 V BUT

NOT EXCEEDING 33kv shall, for the purpose of working thereon, be deemed to be a line of voltage
exceeding 650 V.

(5)

All non-current carrying metal parts of switchgear and control panels shall be properly

earthed and insulating floors or mat conforming to 1S-15652:2006, of appropriate voltage level shall
be provided in front of the panels for the safety of operating personnel.

(6)

All panels shall be painted with the description of its identification at front and at the rear.
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IX.
(1)

Cables for portable or transportable apparatus:
Flexible cables shall not be used for portable or transportable motors, generators,

transformers, rectifiers, electric drills, electric sprayers, welding sets or any other portable or
transportable apparatus unless they are heavily insulated and adequately protected from mechanical
injury.

(2)

Where the protection is by means of metallic covering, the covering shall be in metallic

connection with the frame of any such apparatus and earthed.

(3)

The cables shall be three core type and four

core type for portable and transportable

apparatus working on single phase and three phase supply respectively and the wire meant to be used
for ground connection shall be easily identifiable.

X.

Cables protected by bituminous materials:
Where the supplier or the owner has brought into use an electric supply line, other than an

overhead line, which is not completely enclosed in a continuous metallic covering connected with
earth and is insulated or protected in situ by composition or material of a bituminous character(i)

Any pipe, conduit, or the like into which such electric supply line may have been drawn or

placed shall, unless other arrangements are approved by the Electrical Inspector in any particular case,
be effectively sealed at its point of entry in to any street box so as to prevent any flow of gas to or
from the street box, and;

(ii)

Such electric supply line shall be periodically inspected and tested where accessible, and the

result of each such inspection and test shall be duly recorded by the supplier or the owner.

XI.
(1)

Street boxes:
Street boxes shall not contain gas pipes, and precautions shall be taken to prevent, as far as

reasonably possible, any influx of water or gas.

(2)

Where electric supply lines forming part of different systems pass through the same street

box, they shall be readily distinguishable from one another and all electric supply lines of voltage
exceeding 650 V at or in street boxes shall be adequately supported and protected so as to prevent risk
of damage to or danger from adjacent electric supply lines.

(3)

All street boxes shall be regularly inspected for the purpose of detecting the presence of gas

and if any influx or accumulation is discovered, the owner shall give immediate notice to nay
authority or company who have gas mains in the neighbourhood of the street box and in cases where a
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street box is large enough to admit the entrance of a person after the electric supply lines or apparatus
therein have been placed in position, ample provision shall be made(i)

To ensure that any gas which may by accident have obtained access to the box shall escape

before a person is allowed to enter; and
(ii)

For the prevention of danger from sparking.

(4)

The owners of all street boxes or pillars containing circuits or apparatus shall ensure that their

covers and doors are kept closed and locked and are so provided that they can be opened only by
means of a key or a special appliance.

XII.

Distinction of different circuits:
The owner of every generating station, sub-station, junction-box or pillar in which there are

any circuits or apparatus, whether intended for operation at different voltages or at the same voltage,
shall ensure by means of indication of a permanent nature that the respective circuits are readily
distinguishable from one another.

XIII.

Distinction of the installation having more than one feed:
The owner of every installation including sub-station, double pole structure, four pole

structure or any other structure having more than one feed, shall ensure by means of indication of a
permanent nature, that the installation is readily distinguishable from other installations.

XIV.
(1)

Accidental charging:
The owners of all circuits and apparatus shall so arrange them that there shall be no danger of

any part thereof becoming accidentally charged to any voltage beyond the limits of voltage for which
they are intended.

(2)

Where alternating current and direct current circuits are installed on the same box or support,

they shall be so arranged and protected that they shall not come into contact with each other when
live.

XV.
(1)

Provisions applicable to protective equipment:
Fire buckets filled with clean dry sand and ready for immediate use for extinguishing fires, in

addition to fire extinguishers suitable for dealing with fires, shall be conspicuously marked and kept
in all generating stations, enclosed sub-stations and switching stations in convenient location.

(2)

The fire extinguishers shall be tested for satisfactory operation as per relevant Indian Standard

atleast once a year and record of such tests shall be maintained.
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(3)

First-aid boxes or cupboards conspicuously marked and equipped with such contents as the

State Government may specify, shall be provided and maintained in every generating station, enclosed
sub-station, enclosed switching station and in vehicles used for maintenance of lines so as to be
readily accessible during all working hours and all such boxes and cup boards shall, except in the case
of unattended sub-stations and switching stations, be kept in charge of responsible persons who are
trained in first-aid treatment and one of such persons shall be available during working hours.

XVI.
(1)

Display of instructions for resuscitation of persons suffering from electric shock:
Instructions, in English or Hindi and the local language of the District and where Hindi is the

local language, in English and Hindi for the resuscitation of persons suffering from electric shock,
shall be affixed by the owner in a conspicuous place in every generating station, enclosed sub-station,
enclosed switching station, mines and in every factory.

(2)

The owner of every generating station, enclosed sub-station, enclosed switching station and

every factory or other premises to which these regulations apply, shall ensure that all designated
persons employed by him are acquainted with and are competent to apply the instructions referred to
in sub-regulation (1).

(3)

In every manned generating station, sub-station or switching station of voltage exceeding 650

V, an artificial respirator shall be provided and kept in good working condition.

XVII.

Precautions to be adopted by consumers, owners, occupiers, electrical contractors, electrical

workmen and suppliers:
No electrical installation work, including additions, alterations, repairs and adjustments to
existing installations, except such replacement of lamps, fans, fuses, switches, domestic appliances of
voltage not exceeding 250 V and fittings as in no way alters its capacity or character, shall be carried
out upon the premises of or on behalf of any consumer, supplier, owner or occupier for the purpose of
supply to such consumer, supplier, owner or occupier except by an electrical contractor licensed in
this behalf by the State Government and under the direct supervision of a person holding a certificate
of competency and by a person holding a permit issued or recognizes by the State Government.

XVIII.
1)

Periodical inspection and testing of installations:
Where an installation is already connected to the supply system of the supplier or trader,

every such installation shall be periodically inspected and tested at intervals not exceeding five years
either by the Electrical Inspector or by the supplier as may be directed by the State Government in this
behalf or in the case of installations belonging to, or under the control of the Central Government, and
in the case of installation in mines, oilfields and railways, by the Central Government.
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2)

The periodical inspection and testing of installations of voltage above 650 V belonging to the

supplier, shall also be carried out at intervals not exceeding five years by the Electrical Inspector;

3)

Where the supplier is directed by the Central or the State Government, as the case may be, to

inspect and test the installation, he shall report on the condition of the installation to the consumer
concerned in the prescribed Formats and shall submit a copy of such report to the Electrical Inspector.

4)

The Electrical Inspector may, on receipt of such report, accept the report submitted by the

supplier or record variations as the circumstances of each case may require and may recommend that
the defects may be rectified as per report;

5)

In the event of the failure of the owner of any installation to rectify the defects in his

installation pointed out by the Electrical Inspector in his report and within the time indicated therein,
such installation shall be liable to be disconnected under the directions of the Electrical Inspector after
serving the owner of such installation with a notice for not less than forty eight hours.
XIX. Testing of consumer’s installation:
(1)

Upon receipt of an application for a new or additional supply of electricity and before

connecting the supply or reconnecting the same after a period of six months, the supplier shall either
test the installation himself or accept the test results submitted by the consumer when the same has
been duly signed by the licensed Electrical Contractor.

(2)

The supplier shall maintain a record of test results obtained at each supply point to a

consumer

(3)

If as a result of such inspection and test, the supplier is satisfied that the installation is likely

to be dangerous, he shall serve on the applicant a notice in writing requiring him to make such
modifications as are necessary to render the installation safe and may refuse to connect or reconnect
the supply until the required modifications have been completed.
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CHAPTER – 4
SAFETY REQUIREMENTS FOR OVERHEAD LINES,
UNDERGROUND CABLES
I.

Material and strength:
(1)

All conductors of overhead lines shall have a breaking strength of not less than 350 Kg.

(2)

Where the voltage does not exceed 250 V and the span is of less than fifteen metres and is

drawn through the owner’s or consumer’s premises, a conductor having an actual breaking strength of
not less than 150 kg may be used.

II.
(1)

Joints:
No conductor of an overhead lines shall have more than one joint in a span and joints between

conductors of overhead lines shall be mechanically and electrically secure under the conditions of
operation.

(2)

The ultimate strength and the electrical conductivity of the joint shall be as per relevant Indian

Standards.

III.
(1)

Maximum stresses and factors of safety:
The load and permissible stresses on the structural members, conductors and ground wire of

self supporting steel lattice towers for overhead transmission lines shall be in accordance with the
specifications laid down, from time to time, by the Bureau of Indian Standards.

(2)

Overhead lines shall have the following minimum factors of safety, namely:(i) for metal supports

-

1.5

(ii) for mechanically processed concrete supports

-

2.0

(iii)

-

2.5

-

3.0

for hand-moulded concrete supports

(iv) for wood supports

The minimum factor of safety for stay-wires, guard-wires or bearer-wires shall be 2.5 based
on the ultimate tensile strength of the wire.

IV.

Clearance above ground of the lowest conductor of overhead lines:
(1)

No conductor of an overhead line, including service lines, erected across a street shall at any

part thereof be at a height of less than
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(i) for lines of voltage not exceeding 650 Volts

-

5.8 metres

(ii) for lines of voltage exceeding 650 Volts but not exceeding - 33 kV

(2)

6.1 metres

No conductor of an overhead line, including service lines, erected along any street shall at

any part thereof be at a height less than
(i)

for lines of voltage not exceeding 650 Volts

-

5.5 metres

(ii)

for lines of voltage exceeding 650 Volts but not exceeding -

(3)

No conductor of an overhead line including service lines, erected elsewhere than along or

33 kV

5.8 metres

across any street shall be at a height less than –

(i)

for lines of voltage upto and including 11,000 Volts, if bare -

(ii)

for lines of voltage upto and including 11,000 Volts, -

4.6 metres
if 4.0 metres

insulated
(iii)

for lines of voltage exceeding 11,000 Volts but -

not

5.2 metres

exceeding 33 Kv

V.

Clearance from buildings of lines of voltage and service lines not exceeding 650 Volts:
(1)

An overhead line shall not cross over an existing building as far as possible and no building

shall be constructed under an existing overhead line.

(2)

Where an overhead line of voltage not exceeding 650 V passes above or adjacent to or

terminates on any building, the following minimum clearances from any accessible point, on the basis
of maximum sag, shall be observed, namely:
(i) for any flat roof, open balcony, varandah roof and lean-to-roof(a) when the line passes above the building a vertical clearance of 2.5 metres from the highest point,
and
(b) when the line passes adjacent to the building a horizontal clearance of 1.2 metres from the nearest
point, and

(ii) for pitched roof(a) when the line passes above the building a vertical clearance of 2.5 metres immediately under the
line, and
(b) when the line passes adjacent to the building a horizontal clearance of 1.2 metres.
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(3)

Any conductor so situated as to have a clearance less than that specified above shall be

adequately insulated and shall be attached at suitable intervals to a bare earthed bearer wire having a
breaking strength of not less than 350 kg.

(4)

The horizontal clearance shall be measured when the line is at a maximum deflection from the

vertical due to wind pressure.

Explanation: For the purpose of this regulation, the expression "building" shall be deemed to include
any structure, whether permanent or temporary.

VI.

Clearances from buildings of lines of voltage exceeding 650 V:
(1)

An overhead line shall not cross over an existing building as far as possible and no building

shall be constructed under an existing overhead line.

(2)

Where an overhead line of voltage exceeding 650 V passes above or adjacent to any building

or part of a building it shall have on the basis of maximum sag a vertical clearance above the highest
part of the building immediately under such line, of not less than(i)

for lines of voltages exceeding 650 Volts

-

3.7 metres

upto and including 33,000 Volts

(3)

The horizontal clearance between the nearest conductor and any part of such building shall,

on the basis of maximum deflection due to wind pressure, be not less than –
(i)

For lines of voltages exceeding 650 V upto

-

1.2 metres

And including 11,000 Volts
(ii)

For lines of voltage exceeding 11,000 V and -

2.0 metres

up to and including 33,000 V

VII.

Conductors at different voltages on same supports:
Where conductors forming parts of systems at different voltages are erected on the same

supports, the owner shall make adequate provision to guard against danger to linemen and others,
from the lower voltage system being charged above its normal working voltage, by leakage from or
contact with the higher voltage system and the methods of construction and the applicable minimum
clearances between the conductors of the two systems shall be as specified in regulations for lines
crossing each other.
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VIII.

Erection or alteration of buildings, structures, floods, banks and elevation of roads:
If at any time subsequent to the erection of an overhead line, whether covered with insulating

material or not, any person proposes to erect a new building or structure or flood bank or to raise any
road level or to carry out any other type of work whether permanent or temporary or to make in or
upon any building, or structure or flood bank or road, any permanent or temporary addition or
alteration, he and the contractor whom he employs to carry out the erection, addition or alteration,
shall, give intimation in writing of his intention to do so, to the supplier or owner and to the Electrical
Inspector and shall furnish therewith a scale drawing showing the proposed building, structure, flood
bank, road or any addition or alteration and scaffolding thereof required during the construction.

IX.
(1)

Transporting and storing of material near overhead lines:
No rods, pipes or similar materials shall be taken below, or in the vicinity of, any bare

overhead conductors or lines if these contravene the provisions of regulations unless such materials
are transported under the direct supervision of a person designated in this behalf by the owner of such
overhead conductors or lines.

(2)

No rods, pipes or other similar materials shall be brought within the flash over distance of

bare live conductors or lines.

(3)

No material or earth work or agricultural produce shall be dumped or stored, no trees grown

below or in the vicinity of, bare overhead conductors, or lines to contravene the provision of
regulations.

X.

(4)

No flammable material shall be stored under the electric supply line.

(5)

No fire shall be allowed above underground cables.

(6)

Firing of any material below electric lines shall be prohibited.

Routes proximity to aerodromes:
Overhead lines shall not be erected in the vicinity of aerodromes unless the Airport
Authorities have approved in writing the route of the proposed lines as per relevant Indian Standards.

XI.

Maximum interval between supports:
All conductors shall be attached to supports at intervals not exceeding the safe limits based on
the ultimate tensile strength of the conductor and the factor of safety specified under regulations.
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XII.

Conditions to apply where telecommunication lines and power lines are carried on same
supports:
(1)

Every overhead telecommunication line erected on supports carrying a power line shall

consist of conductors each having a breaking strength of not less than 270 kg

(2)

Every telephone used on a telecommunication line erected on supports carrying a power line

shall be suitably guarded against lightning and shall be protected by cut-outs.

(3)

Where a telecommunication line is erected on supports carrying a power line of voltage

exceeding 650 V, arrangement shall be made to safeguard any person against injury resulting from
contact, leakage or induction between such power and telecommunication lines.

XIII.

Lines crossing or approaching each other and lines crossing street and road:
Where an overhead line crosses or is in proximity to any telecommunication line, the owner
of either the overhead line or the telecommunication line, whoever lays his line later, shall arrange to
provide for protective devices or guarding arrangement and shall observe the following provisions,
namely:

(i)

when it is intended to erect a telecommunication line or an overhead line which will cross or

be in proximity to an overhead line or a telecommunication line, as the case may be, the person
proposing to erect such line shall give one month's notice of his intention so to do along with the
relevant details of protection and drawings to the owner of the existing line.

(ii)

guarding shall be provided where lines of voltage not exceeding 33 kV cross a road or street;

(iii)

where an overhead line crosses or is in proximity to another overhead line, guarding

arrangements shall be provided so as to guard against the possibility of their coming into contact with
each other;

(iv)

XIV.

where an overhead line crosses another overhead line, clearances shall be as under:-

Minimum clearances in metres between lines crossing each other:

Sl. No.

Nominal System Voltage

11-66 kv

1.

Low and Medium

2.44

2

11- 66kV

2.44
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XV.

Guarding:
(1) Where guarding is required under these regulations the following shall be observed namely:(i)

every guard-wire shall be connected with earth at each point at which its electrical
continuity is broken;

(ii) every guard-wire shall have an actual breaking strength of not less than 635 kg and if made
of iron or steel, shall be galvanised;
(iii) every guard-wire or cross-connected systems of guard-wires shall have sufficient currentcarrying capacity to ensure them rendering dead, without risk of fusing of the guard-wire or
wires, till the contact of any live wire has been removed.

XVI.

Service lines from overhead lines:
No service-line or tapping shall be taken off an overhead line except at a point of support:
Provided that the number of tappings per conductor shall not be more than four in case of
connections at voltage not exceeding 650 V.

XVII.
(1)

Earthing:
All metal supports and all reinforced and pre-stressed cement concrete supports of overhead

lines and metallic fittings attached thereto, shall be either permanently and efficiently earthed by
providing a continuous earth wire and securely fastening to each pole and connecting with earth
ordinarily at three points in every km. with the spacing between the points being as nearly equidistant
as possible or each support and the metallic fitting attached thereto shall be efficiently earthed.

(2)

Metallic bearer wire used for supporting insulated wire of overhead service lines of voltage

not exceeding 650 V shall be efficiently earthed or insulated.

(3)

Each stay-wire shall be similarly earthed unless insulator has been placed in it at a height not

less than 3.0 metres from the ground.
The owner of every overhead line of voltage exceeding 650 V shall make adequate
arrangements as per relevant Indian Standards to prevent undesignated persons from ascending any of
the supports of such overhead lines which can be easily climbed upon without the help of a ladder or
special appliances

Explanation: For the purpose of this regulation, rails, reinforced cement concrete poles and prestressed cement concrete poles without steps, tubular poles, wooden supports without steps, I-sections
and channels shall be deemed as supports which cannot be easily climbed upon.
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XVIII.

Protection against lightningThe owner of every overhead line, sub-station or generating station which is exposed to
lightning shall adopt efficient means for diverting to earth any electrical surges due to lightning which
may result into injures.
The earthing lead for any lightning arrestor shall not pass through any iron or steel pipe, but
shall be taken as directly as possible from the lightning arrestor 'without touching any metal part to a
separate vertical ground electrode or junction of the earth mat already provided for the sub-station of
voltage exceeding 650 V subject to the avoidance of bends wherever practicable.

XIX.

Unused overhead lines:
Where an overhead line ceases to be used as an electric supply line:
(i)

The owner shall maintain it in a safe mechanical condition in accordance with regulations or

remove it.
(ii)

The Electrical inspector shall, by a notice in writing served on the owner, require him to

maintain it in a safe mechanical condition or to remove it within thirty days of the receipt of the
notice.

XX.

Protection against electromagnetic interference:
The owner of every overhead power line of voltage level 11 kV or higher shall submit
proposal for obtaining Power Telecommunication Co-ordination Committee clearance to ensure
safety of the personnel and telecom equipment.
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CHAPTER - 5
ACCIDENTS- CAUSES AND PREVENTION
Accident can be defined as an unpleasant, unexpected , unforeseen or unintended happening
sometimes resulting from negligence, that results in injury, loss, damage etc., and caused by mistake
or machine failure or natural disaster, or sabotage.
Accidents may cause “Mishap, ruin, destruction, injury, death’. Accidents must be prevented
by precautions, safety measures and safety management.

I.

General Causes of Accidents
1.

Working without authority.

2.

Doing work in an unsafe way, such as throwing T & P/ line material or doing hasty work.

3.

Using higher capacity fuse or bypassing the fuse.

4.

Use of improper T & P Example - using pliers instead of Screw-Driver, using pliers in
place of spanner, not using insulated pliers or screw - driver etc.

5.

To work on unsafe or dangerous equipment such as - cleaning / greasing or adjusting any of
running machine.

6.

Diverting the attention of worker from his work or cracking jocks etc. at work place.

7.

Non-use of safety equipments and T & P like - ladder, Zola, waist belt /rope, hand gloves,
D.O. operating rod, Earthing rod, etc.

8.

II.

Working in insufficient light

Accident Prevention

Accidents and Prevention Thereof:
Accidents never occur accidentally but occur due to lack of safe condition or due to unsafe
working practices. These are classified into two categories (1) Non-fatal and (2) Fatal accident.

A.

We Can Classify the Accidents as given below so far as work on lines is concerned. For

Ex. :
1.

Accidents that occur due to falling of poles while stringing of conductor during erection of
poles, erected in non-aligned condition.

2.

Due to non use of proper stay or due to lack of proper earthing, the line may be charged and
accident may occur to persons or animals.
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3.

Due to lack of provision of guarding at Road-crossing points and crossing of H.T./ L.T. lines
may result in accident.

4.

The line coming to AB Switch or D.O. fuse is not connected at proper place and in a proper
way.

5.

Accident may occur when service connection is not provided properly as per standard
practice.

B.

Accidents that occur due to work carried out by unauthorized person:

(1)

Using the services of N.M.Rs for overhead work or for placing a fuse link.

(2)

Instructions issued to work on live line to the line helper.

(3)

When fuse links or meter cutout fuses are replaced by consumer.

C.

Accidents occurring due to ignorance of proper working methods:

(1)

Proper precaution is not taken, while working on such pole which is fed through both sides
i.e. at multi feeding points.

(2)

The circuit on which work is to be carried out is not fully and properly made dead, or street
light line is not made off.

(3)

Proper precaution / attention is not given when some phase is made direct.

(4)

Proper attention is not given to probable danger while doing crossing work of H.T., L.T. lines
or carrying out work at crossing points.

(5)

When permit is taken but line is not made off and person sent for patrolling or climbing on
pole.

D.

Accidents occurring due to non-use of safety equipment:

(1)

Not using the safety rope and zoola.

(2)

Not using of hand gloves or insulated plier, screw driver, etc.

(3)

Non - use of ladder while doing work of street - light maintenance.

(4)

Non-use of discharge rod, earthing rods at proper place.

E.

Non-obeying of Standing Orders or not obtaining authorized permit :

(1)

To work on H.T. Line without obtaining proper permit.

(2)

Carry out work on T/f without opening of D.O. Links.
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(3)

Where there is H.T. and L.T. lines on same pole and starting of work on L.T. Line without
taking permit on H.T. Line or not making L.T. Line off.

(4)

Due to non-use of and lock at AB Switch points.

F.

Accident due to carelessness:

(1)

No proper attention is given while erecting the pole or during stringing the line.

(2)

Non-use of safety equipment.

(3)

While doing work, the wrist watch or metals/ metallic chain of neck are not removed.

(4)

Work on live line in over-confidence.

(5)

Doing work in unsafe condition or proper safety precaution not taken.

G.

Accidents due to lack of regular or necessary maintenance:

(1)

Not giving proper attention to tree-clearances.

(2)

Non-maintenance of broken guarding or earthing.

(3)

Non-replacement of broken kitkats.

(4)

Non-replacement of worn out / cracked service wire.

(5)

Non maintenance of transformers regularly and properly.

III.

Way of Avoiding Accidents

A.

General responsibilities of supervisory staff:
Engineers in charge of the various Departments / Sections works shall have a working

knowledge of the technique, provisions of the law and all instructions relating to the working of their
departments/sections/works and shall be responsible for organisation, division and supervision of the
work under their charge, and for ensuring that:
i.

The man working under them possesses the requisite ability and experience and no man
who is either not authorised or not competent is allowed to work on a job;

ii.

Sufficient number of men have been assigned to each job at the time of the allotment of
work and that they have properly understood the
(i) Work to be done;
(ii) Procedure for doing the work properly and safely;
(iii) Hazards that may be encountered.

iii.

Danger signs or barriers as may be necessary to warn the public and others of the danger
zones and to prevent them from entering the same, are put up before taking the work in
hand;
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iv.

Defective tools, materials and working methods are not employed;

v.

There is co-operation and co-ordination between the operation and maintenance staff;

vi.

Person in immediate charge of the workmen remain on work site till the work is over and
normal conditions are restored.

vii.

All regular employees of the undertakings other than daily paid in the working party
should be trained in first-aid and use of firefighting equipment.

 Supervisory staff shall periodically subject the persons working under them to tests or ensure
that they maintain adequate knowledge of standard practices relating to their work and ensure
that they are kept informed of the instructions issued by the undertaking / department/section
concerned from time to time.
 Supervisory staff shall arrange that the various safety devices, first aid kits, fire extinguishing
equipment are maintained in serviceable conditions and the workmen are made aware of the
location of the same.
 Supervisory staff shall encourage suggestions for improvement of working procedures, safety
practices, etc from the employees under their charge and arrange consideration of the same.
 Supervisory staff shall encourage co-operation of the employees under their charge with the
working of the safety organisation.
 Supervisory staff shall arrange that accident reports are properly made and co-operate in
investigation relating to accident causes and in evolving procedures for preventing similar
accidents in future.
 Supervisory staff may arrange to hold safety drills along with their staff at least once a month.

B.

General responsibilities of workmen:
All workmen shall act in a manner as to provide for:
a)

Safety to themselves

b)

Safety to fellow workmen

c)

Protection to the public

d)

Protection of property

e)

Continuity of proper supply to the maximum extent possible, and

f)

Safety to installation.
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Workmen shall familiarize themselves with the tools, materials, methods of work and in case
of doubt regarding any point, they shall consult their supervisors.
Workmen shall understand the instructions (verbal or written) given by their supervisors
before commencement of the work.
Prior to the use of any tools or equipment, the workmen shall check up that the same are in
safe working conditions.

C.

Personal Conduct:
Use of intoxicants (alcoholic beverages or narcotics) shall not be permitted on duty.

Employees under the influence of any intoxicants, shall not be permitted to remain on the job or
around the premises.
Employees shall be courteous and considerate to the public and towards one another. They
shall not engage in flights, practical jokes, scuffling or horse plays while on duty or while in the Substations.
Employees shall report to their superior officers any dangerous conditions of the
undertaking’s properties, equipment or personnel, immediately after it comes to their notice.
Employees should always remain alert while on duty, should not try to indulge in sleeping
while on duty. They should refrain from smoking while working in a place where smoking is
objectionable and all supervisors shall familiarize themselves with these provisions.

C.

Sanction and housekeeping:

General precautions for observance by employees are as follows:
a)

Tools and materials shall not be placed, where they may cause tripping or stumbling
hazards or where they may fall and strike any one below.

b)

Spilt oil and chemicals shall be cleaned up immediately.

c)

Dirty and oily waste and rags shall be deposited in approved metal containers and
disposed off as soon as practicable.

d)

Broken bulbs and glass, metal scrap and other kinds of sharp objects shall be removed
immediately and dumped in metal containers.

Adequate safety appliances should be used for the sake of safety, depending upon the nature of work
involved.
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D.

Reporting of Accidents :-

(1)

Any accident that occurs should be immediately reported to all authorities concerned and
within the stipulated time.

(2)

All the accidents should be analyzed for reason of accident.

Keep the record of accidents along with reasons, so that the accident in future can be avoided.

E.

Basic Elements / Safety Fundamentals:

1.

Co-operation of all co-workers is essential to avoid accident.

2.

Unsafe worker is burden on the Company, as he may become the cause of accident to self as
well as to others.

3.

Use of incomplete or little knowledge is dangerous and may invite accident.

4.

Accident is the result of unsafe working condition and unsafe work.

F.

Precautions to be taken while working on live line / equipment :

1.

All the elect. circuits or equipments are hazardous. Hence do not start work unless following
steps are taken :

a)

Circuit is in off condition

b)

Line clear permit is taken on equipment.

c)

Equipment / Line is properly earthed.

2.

Every Elect. Line / equipment should be first made off and take line clear permit before
taking the work in hand.

3.

It is essential to get authorized permit on 11 KV and above voltage line. If the line is under
own authority, then take self-permit.

4.

Make sure that feeder / equipment is made off and properly earthed as noted in line clear
permit.

5.

A.B. Switch should be kept off and locked. If possible, keep somebody there for watch /
ward.

6.

Line should be got discharged and earthed by earth - rod at one pole before and after the work
place before starting the work.

7.

Make sure that all men and material has safely reached / climbed down to ground after
completion of work. Further, make sure that no T&P left on the line and earth rods are
removed properly.

8.

While operating A.B. Switch or other line equipments Hand gloves should invariably be used.
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9.

Use the safety belt or Zoola and waist belt / rope while working on line.Most of the accidents
/ eventualities can be avoided, if above instructions followed while working or before
working on Elect. Lines/Equipments. If proper attention is given, accident to the worker
himself and also the co-worker can be avoided.

G.

Rules regarding permit and important notices / information:

1.

General :
These instructions are given for safe working on electrical installations. These instructions are

given for the safeguard of the worker himself and hence should be followed strictly.

2.

Permit :
Unless line clear permit is issued by the authorized person, worker should not climb on pole

or apparatus. No one should go in the vicinity of bare conductor and work.

3.

Competent and Authorized Person :

(a)

Only Shift Engineer or Operation In charge is authorized to issue permit.

(b)

The line clear permit should only be issued to person duly authorised for said work.

(c)

The Competent Authority to authorise the person as (a) & (b) is Executive Engineer of that
division or Superintending Engineer only. It is essential to issue written authorization order.

(d)

The permit can only be issued or obtained by such authorized person as (a) & (b) above for
the work and jurisdiction as prescribed in the written authorisation order of Competent
Authority mentioned at (c).

(e)

The Written Order of Competent Authority mentioned at (c) should invariably be displayed
on notice Board at concerned Sub-station, Power House and Distribution Centers in specific
format.

(f)

The consolidated authorisation should be kept at office of the concerned Superintending
Engineer.

(g)

The Superintending Engineer or Chief Engineer of Circle / Zone can authorise person other
than stated above such as E.E. (Testing) or Testing Staff (Or any other person who is
competent to work in the views of concerned SE/CE)
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(h)

The Area Authority should include the names of such authorised persons in their list. The
Area Officer should obtain the list of authorised persons of bulk consumers and area in the
vicinity and also handover his list to them.

(i)

Generally, Line Inspector or Equivalent post persons are authorized for working on H.T. Line
/ Installations. However Division Engineer may authorise the person/persons of below rank, if
confident about his skills.

IV.
a.

Method of Issuing / Obtaining and returning the Permit :
For obtaining line clear permit, the authorised person should apply to the person authorised
to issue line clear permit and such authority will issue the permit accordingly.

b.

Where it is not possible to obtain permit in writing then permit can be obtained on Telephone.
In such case, the permit obtaining authority should confirm by repeating the matter with
permit issuing authority on phone. The same should be noted in the permit book by both the
persons. The duplicate copy of line clear permit after cancellation be sent to each other by
post / in person as early as possible for record. This register should be inspected by Area /
Divisional Officer from time to time.

c.

The permit book is an important record and should be preserved properly. The pages of
permit book should be numbered serially. Pages from this book should not be taken out or
torn out or used for any other work. In case if any page is torn-out or taken-out by some
person due to any reason, then the concerned person should sign on the same and make dated
entry in the logbook of S/stn./ Power House with signature.

d.

The person, who has taken the permit, should return it. In case where the permit issuing and
obtaining authority is same, the self-permit should be taken in his name and cancel after
completion of work. This procedure should be followed strictly.

e.

In case the permit is taken in personally, same can be returned on phone. However, the
procedure as stated in (a) above shall be followed as far as possible (Only in event of
Breakdown)

f.

While issuing or returning permit on phone, the code words should be used.
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V.

Precautions to be taken while issuing permit :
It is the duty of the Shift Engineer or person issuing the line clear permit to ensure that the
S/Stn./Feeder/Equipment for which the permit is being issued, should be made dead equipment /
feeder should be discharged and properly earthed. First, he should switch off the equipment / feeder as
per the instructions laid down. Thereafter, he should follow the following instructions regarding
grounding and locking of equipment.

1.

The H.T. and L.T. side Controlling Isolators of the step down or step-up
a.

power T/F should be opened (off position) and locked, at S/stn. respectively and

b.

the warning Board with following instructions should be tagged on handles of

c.

isolators / breakers.

d.

"Do not charge. Workers are working."

e.

"The line / equipment under permit - Don't charge."

f.

"Attention - work in progress - Do not change the line / equipment."

g.

Further, the same type of warning Board's should be tagged on handles of control
switchgear. Panel of ckt. breaker / T/f etc. The control ckt.fuse of control panel should
also be taken out and kept in the custody of permit issuing authority. Also, the L.V. side
breaker of the T/f should be pulled out from the breaker - panel.The HT and LT Terminals
of the T/F should be permanently discharged using discharge rods and earth rods should
be kept as it is until cancellation of permit.

2.

The High voltage potential T/Fs and LA's, if erected on ground level, the same be discharged
from outside the fencing and then earthed perfectly.

3.

Out-door type ckt. breakers should be first discharged from all six terminals and then
perfectly earthed.The both sides isolators of ckt. breakers should be locked in off condition
and warning board be tagged to its handle.

4.

In case of indoor type H.T. Panels, P.Ts should be made off, discharged and perfectly earthed
before permit is given.

5.

Outdoor Bus Bar, isolators etc. and switchgear or complete section of Bus Bar where line
clear permit is to be issued, should be first isolated from all equipments and perfectly earthed.
The isolated portions or parts should be brought to the notice of person to whom permit is
being issued and accordingly noted in the permit. It is possible that some part of isolated
switch may remain live; the same shall be brought to the notice of person whom permit is
being issued and noted in the permit. While doing maintenance work above the ground level,
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the live parts or conductors may come in the vicinity of the worker, such possibilities should
be brought to the notice of person whom permit is being issued and in such cases,temp.
screening arrangements should be made.

6.

At some places, the transformers, isolators are associated with the structure. In such cases, the
climbing on the fuse structure is not advisable. The ladder should be used for replacement of
fuses.

7.

Outdoor H.T. (Kiosk): The O.C.B. must be switched off in case of outdoor H.T. (Kiosk).
The incoming and outgoing links of OCB, PT and CT should be removed using operating rod
and discharged. The bus isolators of are in live condition and this point should be kept in
mind.

8.

Indoor Cubical Gears: The OCB should be switched off. Use operating rod to open links
and earth. The isolating chamber or incoming cable may be live and such cases should be
brought to the notice of person whom permit is being issued.

H.

H.T. LINE

1.

H.T. OVERHEAD LINE: The Circuit/ conductor on which work to be carried out, should be
isolated by opening the CB and line links. In case of double feeding circuit, switches of both
the ends should be opened and the earth switches of either end closed if provided or line
should be earthed locally before issue of line clear permit. If the feeders are controlled
through trunk type metal clad gears, then gear must be separated from each other. Where
earthing switch is not provided, conductors should be discharged and earthed perfectly.

2.

H.T. UNDERGROUND FEEDERS: The procedure like overhead lines is also applicable
here. Further before taking work in hand it should be discharged and earthed at specific
points.

3.

The low/medium pressure circuits, apparatus, equipments, control switches should be opened
and made electrically dead. If circuit fuses are provided, they should be separated or breaker
units should be racked down. The switches should be locked in off position and warning
Boards should be tagged on it. Before starting work, the overhead line conductors should be
perfectly earthed till the work is completed in all respect.

4.

Where Apparatus/or switches are remotely controlled, the control circuit fuses should be
removed and kept in the custody of permit issuing authority and handed over to the person of
next shift.
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5.

PERMIT LOG IN, ISSUE AND RETURN PERMIT: All the operations carried out should
be logged in the substation log book as per the sequence of operations. All operations carried
out at Down Substation/ up substation/other end person should be logged in. The last
operation regarding issue of/ return of permits should be entered in the log-book with red-ink.
During shift change, the outgoing operator/Engineer should give the oral information about
pending line permits and logged in the logbook by red ink along with other important
information about pending permit. The incoming operator/ Engineer should also note about
the balance work and note in the log-book about permit All the sub-station operators
concerned should follow the above practice. Equipment / line should not be charged unless
permit is returned and cancelled. The person who has taken the permit should himself return
the permit to the person from whom the permit is taken or to the next duty operator if shift
changes.

6.

PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN DURING THE WORK BY PERMIT HOLDER : The
permit holder should ensure before taking the work in hand that equipments / lines,
switchgear, etc. on which permit is taken, are duly earthed. If it is not earthed properly, then
the permit holder should not permit his staff to touch the equipment/switchgear. The
information such as the specific places where one should not climb, the dead equipments,
limit switches and structures etc. are brought to the notice of the co-workers/staff. The no
entry warning Board's should be tagged on line portion or on places where climbing is not
permitted. The rope or red-flag can also be used at such places. When one has to climb on any
structure or equipment, which are in the vicinity of live portion, then permit holder himself
should be present there and proper guidance be given to the workers.

7.

PRECAUTION TO BE TAKEN WHEN WORK IS TO BE CARRIED OUT ON LIVE
EQUIPMENT OR LINE :

1.

All the circuits or equipments are to be treated as dangerous one. The work should not be
started unless the following things are done:

2.

(a)

Equipment / Line is made off.

(b)

Permit is taken.

(c)

Earthing is done

No work should be carried out on live line or equipment unless permit is taken. If one or more
phase at Distribution Box is made direct, then working on it is dangerous. Hence in such case,
by opening the D.O. Link should make the same off.
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3.

It is necessary to obtain authorised permit if work is to be carried out on 11 KV or above
voltage line / equipment. In case of L.T. Line under your own authority, self-permit should be
taken so that the chances of making mistake are eliminated.

4.

Please ensure that the feeders / equipment mentioned in the permit are made off and duly
earthed. The AB Switch should not be opened on load and taking permit on it is a must.

5.

After opening the AB Switch, it should be locked and one person should be kept there. Please
ensure that the three phases of AB switch are opened.

6.

Before starting the work please discharge and earth one pole before and one pole after the
work place. Further, please ensure that no T&P remains on line and then only earthing rod
should be removed.

7.

Hand Gloves should be used while operating the AB Switch or any other equipment.

8.

After completion of work, please ensure that all the workers on line have climbed down and
no T&P is remained on line. Then only the earthing rod should be removed.

9.

Always use the waist belt / rope and zoola when working on overhead line.

10.

If the different groups are working at different places on line at same time, then clear
communication and understanding should be established between them and they should be
fully aware of work and informed clearly then only operations can be started. Work should
not be carried out and line should not be charged by fixing some approximate time or by
fixing fictitious codes. All the relevant information regarding the network of line, its
changeover arrangements, back feeding points, unguarded line crossing points or places
where clearance is very less, possibilities of charging of line from another transformer/line
should be known to workers. In case of parallel lengthy H.T.Lines, the high pressure may be
developed due to induction effect. The spots of multiple feeding points or common street light
phase from 2 or 3 T/fs, should be fully known to workers. The possibility of testing of street
light by workers and from Panchayat / Municipality organisation from other source may be
taken into consideration while attending fuse call complaints. The person who knows all
above possibilities / points is the correct authorised person to attend the work on such lines.
Also the person who has clear knowledge of points from where or up to which point supply
could be made off and what are the dangerous spots, and one who has sufficient knowledge of
above points and can inform the same to person taking permit, is the correct authorised person
to issue permit.
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11.

H.T. Hand gloves should be used while operating H.T. Switchgear. L.T. hand gloves should
be used for operating L.T. Switchgear. The L.T. hand gloves should not be used in any case
for operations on H.T. line because it may endanger one's life.

12.

Before removing the Earth connection, the discharge rod should be removed first. Also earth
connection should be done before putting discharge rod on the line.

13.

All the three phases of line should be made off even if one has to work on single phase only
and self permit be taken accordingly.

14.

There is danger at place where two different lines are in vicinity of each other, because there
is possibility of touching the hand or conductor to live line. Hence in such cases permit be
taken on both the lines.

15.

Do not climb on line even for putting D.O. links or don't try to put D.O. by climbing on
Distribution Box or using only half operating rod.

16.

While working, one should not wear wristwatch or chain (Metallic) on the neck.

I.

The Methods of Taking Self – Permit
When work is to be carried out by the authorised and competent authority within his own

jurisdiction for issuing the permit, no higher rank authority /person is available, then in such cases, the
concerned competent /authorized person should take permit in his own name and cancel by himself
after completion of work. Such type of permit system called 'Self-Permit system. However, all the
rules and precaution of issuance and cancellation of permit should be strictly observed by person
getting self permit.
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CHAPTER - 6
WORKMEN’S SAFETY DEVICES AND APPLIANCES

We have taken the information of general safety precautions. Now we will see which the
safety equipments are and how to use and where to use the same. What care should be taken for the
safe use and safety of these safety equipments.

Following equipments / T&Ps are known as safety equipment and the technical staff must use
them properly.

A.

I.

SAFETY EQUIPMENTS / T&P

Rubber Hand Gloves:
Rubber hand gloves are mainly of two types and used for HT & LT Line respectively. The

hand gloves meant for L.T. lines should not be used for H.T. Line work. Hand gloves should
invariably be used for following works:

(1)

For closing and opening of A.B. Switch and isolators.

(2)

For discharging the HT & LT lines and equipments, using discharge rod and for Earthing
work.

(3)

For inserting and taking out of Distribution box fuse and pole fuse.

(4)

For operating transformer D.O. and Horn -gap fuse

(5)

For on or off O.C.B. operations.

Safety Precaution for Keeping & Handling Handgloves :
(1)

Use handgloves, where it is essential.

(2)

Do not fold handgloves and don't store them with other material.

(3)

Don't keep any T & P etc inside handgloves.

(4)

Always keep gloves clean and dry. Boric Acid Powder be used inside and outside.

(5)

Use gamaxin powder for vermin proofing of gloves.

(6)

Inspect the gloves carefully for any cut or leakage, etc. before use.

II.

Bamboo-ladder:

1.

Always use bamboo - ladder for climbing on pole.

2.

Ladder shall be of 6 meters length.
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3.

The ladder shall be varnished or oiled so as to keep safe from rain /water. Never use metallic
colours to ladder.

4.

Metal - ladder should not be used unless permitted.

5.

Only one person shall climb and work at a time on ladder.

6.

Discard the damaged ladder.

III.

Discharge - Rod:
The discharge rod shall be used to discharge the static and induction charge of the power line

after opening it. The discharge rod is an important safety tool, which can safeguard from unforeseen
dangers and even fatal accident.

1.

Discharge rod shall safeguard in the event of opening line other than earmarked. The question
will not arise to say " I was not aware of it ' or ' I don't know how it happened. ", because the
discharge rod will safeguard from above eventuality.

2.

The use of discharge rod safeguards us from all types of back feeding cases / eventualities
such as:
a)

Consumer may start his generator set.

b)

The line is charged by some mischievous or unknown person not having adequate
knowledge.
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c)

The area of T/F under shutdown due to fault, the line is charged from other source.

d)

Power swing may cause charging line if the guarding is not provided at line crossing.

e)

Line clear permit is given, but forgot to open the line.

f)

Operator may forget that the line is under permit and he may charge the line for testing
etc.

g)

The change in status of line feeding is not known to the operator after returning from long
leave, etc.

h)

The use of discharge rod safe guards from above type of eventualities. The line should be
treated charged until the neutral or earth wire is discharged. There is possibility of
charging of line due to static charge, induction or fault current. Hence first discharge the
line by using discharge rod.

Maintenance of Discharge – Rod:
1.

The rod should not be kept in wet condition.

2.

Ensure that the continuity of all wires of discharge rod is intact.

3.

Carbon deposited on Hook of the rod be cleaned regularly.

4.

The continuity of wires be tested regularly.

Method of using Discharge – Rod:


Confirm the cleanliness of the wire ends/lugs provided before use. Make firm connection of
wires with earth point by nut-bolt. Where use of Nut-bolt is not possible then after rubbing the
earth wire wrap it firmly to earthing. Confirmation of the continuity and good condition of
earthing is a must.



Hand gloves shall be used while discharging the line by discharge/earth rod.



While working on L.T. Line, first discharge the neutral and then phases. Thus the wire of
discharge/ earth rod shall be connected to earthing first and then discharge the phase's one by
one.



The line should be discharged at one pole before and one pole after the pole where work is
being attended to.



The rods shall be kept on line till the work is completed.



After completion of work and climbing down the pole, discharge rods should be removed one
by one using hand gloves invariably. After removing all rods, Earthing shall be removed.



After this, if we notice that some work is still balance or some T&P, etc. is still left on the
line, then Do not climb on line unless the line is discharged again. The eventuality often
occurs within seconds, Hence don't take risk or don't be hasty and work calmly and with
concentration, without any disturbances. There is no any alternative to discharge rod.
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IV.

Insulated T&P:
All insulated T&P should be used as per correct procedure. Ensure that the insulation of T&P

is intact before use. Insulated T&P means screwdriver, pliers, tester, etc.

V.

Zoola:
Always use zoola while working on pole or D.P. etc. Ensure that the rope of zooa, thimble,
hook, etc. is in good condition and then only start the work.

VI.

Safety - Rope:
Sometime the zoola may break and worker may fall on the ground. Hence while working on

zoola, the worker must use a safety rope on waist. Confirm the knot is tight and other end of this rope
should be wrapped tightly with the pole to avoid any mishap. The rope must be in good condition,
quality and size.

VII.

Crash - Helmet:
While working on pole or on D.P., the nut bolt, clamp, spanner, pliers and other T&P may fall

accidentally on ground and on head /body of the worker working on ground. Hence the worker should
use the crash helmet as a safety precaution.

VIII.

Welding - Goggle:
During welding work, one must wear the welding goggles to avoid injuries to eyes due to

spark and intense light of welding.

IX.

Gumboots:
The gumboots must be used while patrolling, particularly in the night or rainy season to

safeguard from snakebite /reptile etc. Also, it shall be used while operating D.O. Switch / A.B.Switch,
etc. along with handgloves.

Safety of Equipments:
The safe and timely maintenance of the equipments used in the substation as well as on line
such as transformers, circuit breakers, battery, earthing, etc. is a prime important duty of technical
staff.

Transformers:
In case of Power and Distribution T/Fs, always take care that the T/F should not be over
loaded because it can not sustain the higher load /current than rated capacity written on Name-plates.
The oil level of the T/Fs should be watched for adequate level and leakages etc. should be avoided
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and attended if any. Lugs of Bushings and jumpers etc. should be properly checked and tightened at
the time of shutdown.

Circuit - Breakers:
For the safety of the lines and T/Fs, various types of circuit -breakers are used. The circuit
breaker oil shall be tested and replaced as per manufacturer’s instructions. The air/gas pressure of
breaker should be checked from time to time and be filled if necessary. The proper working of
male/female contacts should also be got checked at the time of pre-arranged shutdown.

Sub-Station Panels:
The regular maintenance of relay and control panels should be carried out. Care should be
taken to avoid loose connection, unnecessary openings to panel. The vermin proofing should be done.
The Earthing nut-bolts should be tightened. The Earth resistance should be measured quarterly. It
should be within limits as per IE rules.

Safety of T&P:
T&P used for erection and maintenance of lines and s/stn equipment, etc. should be kept in
good working condition so as avoid accidents and for longer life. For example:



The rope must be wrapped and kept in proper condition. The rope should not be in wet
condition. It should be knot properly. Damaged rope should not be used.



Avoid overloading on steel rope, turfer m/c.



Don't use spanner as a hammer.



Check zoola rope before use.



Ladder should be varnished regularly.



Hand gloves shall be cleaned. Use boric powder before keeping it in store. Do not wrap or
keep any T&P inside it. Proper care of T&P should be taken

Inspection of safety equipment:
Rubber gauntlets, gloves, boots and galoshes shall be inspected periodically. All safety
equipment should be inspected by frequent surprise checks by competent persons at intervals of not
more than six months.

Any safety device found defective upon inspection shall be repaired immediately; if it is not
possible to effect repairs satisfactorily, the defective ones shall be discarded at once.
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CHAPTER - 7
EARTHING PRACTICES

I.

Introduction:
Earthing Practices adopted at Generating Stations, Substations, Distribution structures and
lines are of great importance. It is however observed that this item is most often neglected. The codes
of practice, Technical Reference books, Handbooks contain a chapter on this subject but they are
often skipped considering them as too elementary or even as unimportant. Many reference books on
this subject are referred to and such of those points which are most important are compiled in the
following paragraphs. These are of importance of every practicing Engineer in charge of Substations.

II.

OBJECTIVE OF EARTHING:Prime Objective of Earthing is to provide a Zero potential surface in and around and under the

area where the electrical equipment is installed or erected.

To achieve this objective the non-current carrying parts of the electrical equipment is
connected to the general mass of the earth which prevents the appearance of dangerous voltage on the
enclosures and helps to provide safety to working staff and public.

III.

Importance of Earthing & Practices

The earthing is provided for
a)

Safety of personnel

b)

Prevents or at least minimise damage to equipment as a result of flow of heavy fault currents.

c)

Improve reliability of Power supply.

The earthing is broadly divided as
a)

System earthing (Connection between part of plant in an operating system like LV neutral of
a Power Transformer winding and earth).

b)

Equipment earthing (safety grounding) Connecting frames of equipments (like motor body,
Transformer tank, Switch gear box, operating rods of Air break switches etc) to earth.

The system earthing and safety earthing are interconnected and therefore faults current flowing
through system ground raises the potential of the safety ground and also causes steep potential
gradient in and around the Substation. But separating the two earthing system have disadvantages like
higher short circuit, low current flows through relays and long distance to be covered to separate the
two earths. After weighing the merits and demerits in each case, the common practice of common
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and solid (direct) grounding system designed for effective earthing and safe potential gradients is
being adopted.

Factors that change the requirement of the earth electrode
a)

If an electrical facility can expand in system, it creates different routes in the electrode, What
was formally a suitable low earth resistance can become absolute standard.

b)

More number of metallic pipes, which buried underground become less and less dependable
as effective low resistance ground connection

c)

Most of the location gradually falling. IN a year or two, area end up with dry earth of high
resistance

d)

These factors emphasis the importance of a continuous, periodic program of resistance
testing.

IV.The earth resistance shall be as low as possible and shall not exceed the following limits:

Power Stations

-

0.5 Ohms

ETH Substations

-

1.0 Ohms

33 KV Stations

-

2.0 Ohms

Tower foot resistance

-

10.0 Ohms

D/t Structures

-

5.0 Ohms

Step Potential:
Step Potential is the differences in the voltage between two points which are 1 metre apart
along the earth when ground currents are flowing.

Touch Potential:
Touch Potential is the difference in the voltage between the object touched and the ground
point just below the Person touching the object when ground currents are flowing.

V.

Specification of Earthing:
Depending on soil resistivity, the earth conductor (flats) shall be buried at the following depths.

Soil Resistivity in ohms-metres

Economical depth of Burial in metres

1)

50-100

0.5

2)

100-400

1.0

3)

400-1000

1.5
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To keep the earth resistance as low as possible in order to achieve safe step and touch
voltages, an earth mat shall be buried at the above depths below ground and the mat shall be provided
with grounding rods at suitable points. All non-current carrying parts at the Substation shall be
connected to this grid so as to ensure that under fault conditions, none of these parts are at a higher
potential than grounding grid.

Plate Earths:
Taking all parameters into consideration, the size of plate earths are decided as

Power Station &EHT Station

-

Small Stations

Main

100 x 16mm

Auxiliary

50 x 8mm

-

75 x 8mm

The complete specifications for providing earth mats at EHT & 33KV substations,
Distribution transformers & Consumer premises are reproduced below.

Specification for Earthing System
EHT Substation:
Earthing of equipment’s in the sub-stations
I.

Power transformers
i)

The transformer body or tank is directly connected to earth gird. In addition, there should be
direct connection from the earth side of the lightning arresters.

ii)

The transformer track rail should be earthed separately.

iii)

The neutral bushing is earthed separately.

1)

Potential and Current transformers: The bases of the CTs and PTs are to be earthed. All
bolted cover plates of the bushing are also connected to the earth grid.

2)

Lightning Arresters: The bases of the L.As. are to be earthed with conductors as short and
straight as possible (for reducing impedance). The earth side of the L.As. are to be connected
directly from the equipment to be protected. Each L.A. should have individual earth rods,
which are in turn connected to earth grid.

3)

Circuit breakers: The supporting structures, C.T. chambers, P.T. tanks, Cable glands etc.,
are to be connected to earth.

4)

Other equipment’s: All equipment’s structures, and metallic frames of switches and
isolators are to be earthed separately.
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5)

Fences: Providing separate earth or connecting to the station earth depends upon the distance
of the fence from the station earth. If the distance is within feet, an inter-connection made to
the station earth. If not, the metallic fences are earthed by means of earth rods spaced at not
more than 200 feet. The gates and support pans may be earthed through an earth rod. The
cable wires passing under “metallic fence are to be buried below at a depth qf 2’6 or are to bc
enclosed in a insulating pipe (P.V.C or asbestos cement) for a distance of not less than 5 feet
on each side of the fence.

6)

Ground wires: The ground wires over the station are connected to the station earth. In order
that the station earth potentials during fault conditions are not applied to transmission line
ground wires and towers, all ground wires coming to the stations shall be broken and
insulated on the first tower external to station by means of strain disc. Insulators.

The followings are the important features in earthing:
1.

The earth mat shall be as per the approved layout. The earth mat shall be formed with the
steel flats buried in the ground at a depth of 750mm on edge.

2.

The earth mat shall extended over the entire switchyard as per the layout.

3.

All the junctions of the steel flats while forming the earth mat and taking risers from the earth
mat for giving earth connections to equipment, steel structures, conduits cable sheaths shall be
properly welded. All joints shall be provided with suitable angle for proper contact between
flats.

4.

Provisions shall be made for thermal expansion of the steel flats by giving smooth circular
bends. Bending shall not cause any fatigue in the material at bends.

5.

The earth mat shall be formed by welding 50*8 mm steel flat to the 100*16mm peripheral
earth conductor. The grounding grid shall be spaced about 5 meters i.e in longitude and about
5 meters in the transverse directions. After the completion of earth mat, earth resistance shall
be measured. In case the earth resistance is more than one ohm the earth mat shall be
extended by installing extra electrodes, so that the earth resistance is less than one ohm.

6.

All fence corner posts and gate posts shall be connected to the ground by providing 32mm dia
M.S. rods of 3 metre length near the posts and connected to the main grounding mat.
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7.

All paint enamel and scale shall be removed from surface of contact on metal surface before
making ground connection.

8.

The risers taken along the main switchyard structures and equipment structures (upto their
top) shall be clamped to the structures at an interval of not more than one metre.

a)

50*8mm ground conductor shall be run in cable routes and shall be connected to the
ground mat at an interval of 10 metres.

b)

Grounding electrodes of 32 mm dia 3mtr. Long MS rods shall be provided at the
peripheral corners of the earth mat. The grounding rods shall be driven into the ground
and their tops shall be welded to clamp and the together with the grounding rods shall
be welded to the ground mat.

c)

Lightening arrestors shall be provided with earth pits near them for earthing.

d)

Cast iron pipes 125mm dia and 2.75 metres long and 9.5mm thick shall be buried
vertically in the pits and a mixture of Bentonite compound with Black cotton soil a ratio
of 1:6 is to be filled 300 mm dia and the pipe for the entire depth. Where it is not
possible to go to a depth of 2.75 metres, 1.3*1.3 MMS plates, 25mm thick shall be
buried vertically in pits of 2 metres depth and surrounded by Bentonite mixture atleast 2
metre away from any building or structure foundation. The plates shall be atleast 15
metres apart. These earth pits in turn shall be connected to the earth mat.

II.

Earthing at 33KV Substations

1.

Providing of earth pit and earth matting include the following connected works:
a.

Excavation of earth pits of size 21/2ft*21/2ft*9ft in all type of soils.

b.

Providing of CI pipe of 3 inch diameter 9ft length with flange. All connections to CI
pipe shall be with GI bolts and nuts.

c.

Filling of earth pit excavated with Bentonite with Black cotton soil(1:6) in alternate
layers.

2.

d.

Providing of cement collar of size 2ft diameter 2ft height 1 inch below the ground level.

e.

The top of the CI earth pipe should be at the surface level of the ground.

Providing of earth matting with MS flat 75*8mm including the following connected works:
a) Excavation of trench in all types of soils of size 21/2ft depth and 1 ft. width.
b) Laying of M.S flat 75*8mm in the excavated trench.
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c) Inter connecting all earth pits and welding properly at jointing location and

junctions.

d) Back filling of earth completely.
Earthing at Consumer’s premises

III.

The earthing at consumer’s premises shall be as per sketch below using a 6mm thick plate

IV.

Earthing at D/P Structure
Three electrodes forming an equilateral triangle with minimum distance of 6500 mm, so that

adequate earth buffer is available. Each Electrode shall be ‘A’ grade GI pipe of 2 inch thick and 8ft
long and buried vertically so as to leave about 4 inch pipe length above ground level to fix a ‘U’
shaped clamp.

Note:
1.

The connections to the three earth Electrodes should be as follows.
A.

To one of the earth electrodes on either side of double pole structure (X or Y)
i.

One direct connection from three 11 KV Lightening Arrestors.

ii.

Another direct connection from the LT lightening Arrestors if provided.
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B.

To each of the remaining two earth electrodes.
i.

One separate connection from neutral (on the medium voltage side) of the Transformer
(Two wires)

ii.

One separate connection from the transformer body and the handle of the 11KV A.B
switch(Two separate body earths to tank)

iii.

C.

One separate connection from the Earthing Terminal of poles.

4mm G.I wire should be used for earth leads.

Joints:


There shall be minimum joints preferably no joints enroute to earth electrodes



Where Joints are unavoidable, they shall be brazed, riveted or welded (and painted with red
lead and aluminum paints one after the other and finely coated with bitumen)

Tower Line Grounding:
1.

Ground rods are driven at the base of the tower. Where it is not feasible, and electrode is
located within a distance of 200 ft. of the tower and grounding rods are provided at that point
and tied to the tower base by a single buried wire.

2.

If low resistance is not obtained with 200ft, crowfoot counterpoise with 4 wires is installed.
The counterpoise conductors shall be 6 SWG galvanized steel wires taken away from the
tower at mutually right angles and kept at least 50 ft apart. Each of these wires is terminated
at a rod at the nearest point where resistance is obtained. If counterpoise wires cannot be
terminated within half span from the tower the wire is carried through a continuous
counterpoise to the next tower, where the procedure is repeated.

Earth Mat Design:
Earthing System in a Sub Station comprises of Earth Mat or Grid, Earth Electrode, Earthing
Conductor and Earth Connectors.

Earth Mat or Grid:
Primary requirement of Earthing is to have a low earth resistance. Substation involves many
Earthings thro’ individual Electrodes, which will have fairly high resistance. But if these individual
electrodes are inter linked inside the soil, it increases the area in contact with soil and creates number
of parallel paths. Hence the value of the earth resistance in the inter linked state which is called
combined earth value which will be much lower than the individual value.
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The inter link is made thro flat or rod conductor which is called as Earth Mat or Grid. It
keeps the surface of substation requirement as nearly as absolute earth potential as possible.

To achieve the primary requirement of Earthing system, the Earth Mat should be design
properly by considering the safe limit of Step Potential, Touch Potential and Transfer Potential.

Step Potential:
It is the potential difference available between the legs while standing on the ground.

Touch Potential:
It is the potential difference between the leg and the hand touching the equipment in
operation.
The factors which influence the Earth Mat design are :
a)

Magnitude of Fault Current

b)

Duration of Fault

c)

Soil Resistivity

d)

Resistivity of Surface Material

e)

Shock Duration

f)

Material of Earth Mat Conductor

g)

Earthing Mat Geometry

The design parameters for the following can be worked out as given in the annexue I
a.

Size of Earth Grid Conductor

b.

Safe Step and Touch Potential

c.

Mesh Potential (Emesh)

d.

Grid configuration for safe Operation

e.

Number of Electrodes required

VI.

Measurement of Earth Resistance
The measurement of earth resistance is done using three terminal earth meggar or four

terminal earth meggars.

Three Terminal: Two temporary electrodes or spikes are driven one of current and the other voltage
at a distance of 150 feet and 75 feet from the earth electrode under test and ohmic values of earth
electrode is read in the meggar.
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Four Terminal: Four spikes are driven into the ground at equal intervals. The two outer spikes are
connected to current terminals of earth meggar and the two inner spikes to potential terminals of the
meggar till a steady value is obtained.

VII.

Maintenance of Earthing System

Checking and Testing:
The Earthing systems are to be inspected regularly. Regular checking or joints and broken
connections, if any and rectifying the same will prove to be of immense help in maintenance of earth
grid and equipment’s. The condition of the electrodes, joints are also to be checked. If the electrodes
are’ corroded immediate steps for replacement are to be taken. The earth resistance is to be measured
periodically. The megger, or testers are used for this purpose.

As discussed earlier, low earth resistance Path is a must for clearing the fault current instantaneously.
For achieving – low earth values, the following ways are followed:
a.

A number of electrodes are connected in parallel thereby providing a low resistance.

b.

The ground surrounding the electrodes is treated with common salt which reduces the
resistance by 80 %. Calcium chloride and magnesium sulphate may also be used. In general
practice. But now the bentonite is used.
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The following Maintenance schedule in mandatory at each of the Substations

S. No

Item

Periodicity

1.

Watering of Earth pits

Daily

2.

Measurement of earth resistance of individual

Half Yearly @

earth pits
3.

Measurement of combined earth resistance at

Half Yearly…

all the pits
4.

Checking of inter connections between earth

Quarterly

pits and tightness of bolts and nuts

Earth resistance of individual earth pits can be measured by disconnecting the earth
connections to the electrode. This is possible if the connections are made to a common clamp which is
in turn is fixed round the pipe. Combined earth resistance shall be the same at every earth pit unless it
gets disconnected from the earth mat.

Definitions of General Earthing Terms:
Soil Resistivity: This is the resistivity of a typical sample of soil
Earth Surface Voltage: The voltage between a specified point on the ground around the rod and
reference earth.
Earth Electrode: These are conductors, which are in direct contact with the soil and provide the
conductive part in electrical contact with earth. They can include rods, tape, steel reinforcing bars.

Definitions of Terms associated with Power Systems
Neutral Point: These common point of a star connected poly phase system or the earthed mid –point
of a single phase system.

Independent Earth Electrode: An earth electrode located at such a distance from other electrodes
that its electrical potential is not significantly affected by electric currents between Earth and other
electrodes.

Exposed Conductive Part: Conductive part of equipment and which is not normally live, but which
can become live when basic insulation fails.
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VIII.

Points of Earthing:
1.

Earth mat of 75*8 flat should be laid as outer of the switchyard compulsorily and see that the
pole structures are enclosed in the outer mat.

2.

The internal vertical and horizontal sections for the outer map may be 75*8 or 50*6 MS flat.

3.

The Earth mat should be laid minimum 600mm, below the ground level. Under the Earth mat
Bentonite powder is to be laid upto 25mm and over the earth mat. The same Bentonite
compound with Black cotton soil a mixture of 1:6 ratio is to be placed upto 100 mm and the
remaining earth trench is to be back filled with the soil.

4.

See that each and every pole structure is earthed with 50*6 MS flat to the Earth Mat.

5.

For every breaker there will be five earth connections to the earth mat with 50*6 MS flat (a)
Breaker body (b) Relay Panel (c) CT’s of the Breaker (d) and two sides of the breaker
structure.

6.

Lightening arrestor is to be connected one end directly to the earth mat and the other end is to
the nearer earth pit or to the earth mat.

7.

Line Isolators are to be connected directly to the earth mat.

8.

The Power transformer body is to be connected two sides to the earth mat.

9.

Twin neutral earthing should be done to Power Transformer as shown in the fig. one Earth
flat of size 75*8mm M.S flat is directly connected to the earth pit and earth pit is again
connected to the Earth mat. The second neutral is directly connected to the earth mat.

10.

Provide flexible jumpers thoroughly brazed as shown in fig

11.

All AB switches operating rods are to be provided with coil earths and the AB switch support
is to be earthed to the earth mat.

12.

All the exposed earth flat, which is dropping down from the breakers, CT’s structures should
be applied with bituminous paint.
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13.

75 x 8 MS flat is to be laid around the control room from main earth and the panels of the
breakers, midpoint of the Battery and Battery stand structures are to be earthed to the earth
flat and make a section in front of the control room.

14.

The distance between any two earth electrodes should be twice the length of the Electrode.

15.

The cable (11 x 33KV) sheaths are to be earthed with 25 x 3 GI strip to the Earth mat.

16.

The neutral of the station transformer is to be connected to the Earth mat directly with 25 x
3GI strip. The body of the Station transformer two sides to be connected to the earth mat with
25 x 3 GI strip.

17.

All the welding joints should be painted with bituminous paint.

CONCLUSION:The various practices and standards are to be followed in respect of providing Earthing in our
systems. If proper Earthing is not done, there is every likelihood of equipment getting damaged and
also have to be personnel – public and staff. Hence due attention is to given in providing and
maintaining of earth grid properly and in good condition.

APPENDIX - I
EQUIPMENT EARTHING CONDUCTOR SIZES
(Transformers, Motors, Switchgears, etc.,)

RATING OF 400 V 3PH.
- 50 Hz

SIZE OF EARTH CONDUCTOR
BARE
ALUMINIUM PVC
COPPER
INSULATED

Up to 5

14 SWG

6 sq.mm

7/22

6 to 15

10 SWG

16 sq.mm

8 SWG

16 to 50

10 SWG

16 sq.mm

1" X 1/16" Strip

51 to 75

8 SWG

25 sq.mm

1" X 1/16" Strip

76 to 100

6 SWG

35 sq.mm

1 " x 1/8"

101 to 125

4 SWG

50 sq.mm

1" x 1/4"

126 to 150

2
SWG
70 sq.mm
1" X 1/16" Strip

1" x 1/4"

151 to 200

1" X 1/16"

70 sq.mm

11/2" x 1/4"

201 and above

1" X 1/18"

85 sq.mm

2" x 1/4"
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G1

APPENDIX - II
TRANSFORMER NEUTRAL POINTS EARTHING CONDUCTOR SIZES
ELECTROLYTIC
TRANSFORMER

BARE

COPPER

RATING

CONDUCTOR

INSULATED

(PVC)

SINGLE

CORE G1 CINDUCTOR OR STRIP

STRANDED ALUMINIUM

OR STRIP
50 KVA & below

8 SWG

16 sq.mm

1" x 1/8" (25 mm x 3 mm)

75 KVA

8 SWG

25 sq.mm

11/2" x 1/4" (40 x 6 mm)

100 KVA

4 SWG

35 sq.mm

11/2" x 1/4" (40 x 6 mm)

70 sq.mm

11/2" x 1/4" (40 x 6 mm)

150 KVA

2

SWG

1" x 1/16"

or

200 KVA

1" x 1/18"

95 sq.mm

11/2" x 1/4" (40 x 6 mm)

250 KVA

1" x 1/18"

150 sq.mm

11/2" x 1/4" (40 x 6 mm)

300 KVA

1" x 1/18"

225 sq.mm

11/2" x 1/4" (40 x 6 mm)

500 KVA

1" x 1/14"

300 sq.mm

2" x 1/4" (50 x 6 mm)

750 KVA

11/2" x 1/14"

2x225sq.mm

or

1 x 500 sq.mm

Above 750 KVA the size of earth lead to be determined as per IS 1886/1961
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Above 500 KVA only copper
or Aluminium to be used.

CHAPTER - 8
FIRST AID

I.

General:
First aid means what one should do to reduce the suffering of the patient after an accident

until the doctor arrives. It may give life to a dying person.

II.

First aid instructions:



Remove the patient from the source of accident or remove the cause of injury.



Keeps the injured person lying down in a comfortable position, his head in level with his
body. This is prevention against fainting. Never pick him up by head and heel.



Severe haemorrhage must receive immediate attention, no matter what other injuries are
present.



If the breathing has ceased, immediate measures must be taken to restore it. The patient
should be in a position to breathe freely.



Poison swallowed should be got rid off or neutralized.



If the patient has received burns attend to them.



When the patient has fractured a bone, no attempt must be made to move the patient until the
bone has been rendered as much immovable as practicable unless life is in danger from some
other cause.



Treat the patient for shock



Send for medical help or ambulance where possible



Never give water or liquid to an unconscious patient



Keep by-standers away from the patient



Don’t let the patient see his own injury



Keep the patient warm. Avoid overzealous application of external heat, but maintain normal
body temperature.



The first aider must on no account take upon himself the duties and responsibilities of a
doctor



Air should not be blocked in a place where the patient has been kept.
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III.

External Haemorrhage (Bleeding):



Bleeding wounds should be treated as follows:-



Elevate the bleeding part, except in the case of a fractured limb.



Immediately apply pressure with the thumb or fingers directly on the bleeding spot and if
would is large or a foreign body or a fracture is suspected, apply pressure on a “Pressure
points” as near as possible to the wound on the heart side where the artery can be pressed
against the underlying bone.



Clean the wound and apply antiseptic all over the wound and the surrounding skin and cover
with a dry dressing. Cover the dressing with cotton wool, lin t, etc. and apply a bandage over
the dressing.

Pressure points:
Six principal pressure points where hand or finger pressure against a bone may stop arterial bleeding
are located as follows (Vide figure)
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(i)

In the neck at the side of the wind pipe against the backbone, Pressure in this area may
produce unconsciousness or even more serious effect. Hence it should be employed only as a
last resort.

(ii)

Just in front of the ear against the skull.

(iii)

About an inch forward from the angle of the jaw where a large branch crosses the jawbone.

(iv)

The above three pressure points control arteries to head and neck.

(v)

Behind the inner end of the collar bone, down against the first rib

(vi)

On body side of the upper arm, half way between the shoulder and elbow

(vii)

These two pressure points control arteries to shoulders and arms

(viii)

In the mid groin, as it passes over the pelvic bone. This pressure point controls arteries to
lower limbs.

IV.
1.

Internal Haemorrhage:
Bleeding from lungs: Symptoms:
 If the bleeding is from the lungs, the blood will be bright red and frothy and will be coughed
out. If the bleeding is from the stomach, the blood will be brownish and is vomited.
 Send for the doctor at once, if not possible to move the patient to the dispensary or hospital
immediately.
 Keep the patient lying on his back as flat as possible. Turn the head to one side for vomiting
and coughing.
 If the seat of the haemorrhage is known, apply an ice bag or a cold compress over the region.
 Give nothing by mouth, except in haemorrhage from the lungs when ice may be given
 Use encouraging words to the patient.

2.

Nose Bleeding:
 Have the patient sit up with his head thrown slightly back and breathing through the mouth.
Loosen his collar and anything tight around his neck.
 Apply cold water over the nose and also the spine at the level of the collar.
 Warn the patient not to blow his nose.
 If these measures don not stop the bleeding in a few minutes, a doctor is needed at once.
Meanwhile gently pack a narrow strip of sterilized gauze back into the nostril leaving the end
outside so that it can be easily removed.

3.

Physical Shock

Condition: Shock is a condition of sudden depression of the nervous system resulting from and
occurring after every case of accident or sudden illness. It may vary from the slight feeling of
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faintness to a condition of collapse in which the vital forces of body are so exhausted that death may
result.

Symptoms: Symptoms of shock are pallow of face and lips, cold moist skin, rapid and weak pulse,
shallow and irregular breathing, fall of the body temperature, dilated pupils, nausea and vomiting may
often occur.

IMMEDIATE:
a)

Arrest severe haemorrhage if present.

b)

Keep the patient lying on back with head low and turned to one side.

c)

Loosen clothing about the neck, chat and waist and ensure free circulation of air.

d)

Cover with rugs or coats.

e)

Raise well the lower limbs.

f)

Apply smelling salts to the nose except in the case of head injury.

g)

Use encouraging words to the patient.

h)

Ensure freedom from excitement and worry and avoid unnecessary questioning of patient.

i)

Remove the patient to shelter in an airy place.

On arrival at shelter:
j)

Wrap the patient in blankets and apply hot water bottles to the sides of the body between the
legs and to the feet. Too much heat can be dangerous. Always test temperature of heated
objects against your own face or wrist before you wrap them in a cloth or a paper.

k)

If the patient is able to swallow, give freely hot strong tea or coffee with plenty of sugar,
except when injury to an internal organ is present or suspected. Do not pour fluids down the
throat of unconscious persons. Avoid alcoholic stimulants.

V.

Fainting:
Lower patient's head between knees, loosen tight clothing around neck. If impossible to lower
victim's head, elevate his lower limbs and keep him lying down until recovery seems assured. If
unconsciousness persists cover patient, call for a doctor.
Sprinkle the face with hot and cold water alternately, and apply warmth to the pit of the
stomach and over heart. Vigorous rubbing of the limbs upwards has a stimulating effect. Smelling
salts may be held to the nose.
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VI.

Sun stroke and heat stroke:
Sun stroke and heat stroke have the same symptoms but the cause may be slightly different.

Sun stroke results from excessive direct exposure to the sun's rays, while heatstroke results from
excessive indoor heat such as in boiler rooms.

Symptoms: Red and flushed face, hot and dry skin, no sweating, rapid and strong pulse, very high
temperature, headache and usually unconciousness.

Treatment: Send for a doctor immediately, lay victim with head elevated. Sponge body with cold
water continuously and apply ice bags to head and spine until symptoms subside. When conciousness
returns, patient may be given Epsom or Glauber salt with water. Give cold water abundantly.

Heat exhaustion:
Cause: Heat exhaustion is caused by direct exposure to sun's rays or by excessive indoor heat.

Symptoms: Pale face, cool skin, profuse sweating, weak pulse, low temperature and fainting.

Treatment: Keep patient's head low, give salt water. Coffee or tea may be given. External heat is
requited in severe cases.

VII.

Fractures:
Do not move the patient unless absolutely necessary. Call a doctor to the scene of accident. If

necessary to move the patient, always apply splints before moving him. Handle him carefully to
prevent sharp ends of bones cutting through flesh.

VIII.

Transportation of patient:
Do not hurry in moving an injured person. Always be careful in handling and transporting an
injured person Improper or careless methods frequently increase severity of injury and may even
cause death. Acquaint yourself with the various methods of carrying & transportation.

IX.

Burns:
Burns are caused by heat of any kind, friction and chemicals such as acids and alkalis. Burns

are classified according to degree as follows:
a)

First degree---- Skin reddened

b)

by Second degree ... Skin blistered

c)

Third degree ... Deeper destruction of tissues, such as charring.
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Electrical burns:
Two kinds of electrical burns occur:—
a.

When current passes through the body burning or destroying of tissues as it goes, it makes a
deep third degree burn which may be smaller on surface than below, and slow to heal.

b.

Flash burns of the skin are not usually deep and are first or second degree. Flash burns of the
eye may not show up until some time later. In first aid to flash burns of the eye, light should
be excluded by using a moist compress held lightly in place with a bandage.

c.

Eye burns should have a doctor's attention as soon as possible.

d.

First-aider's duties are to relieve pain, prevent Infection and treat for shock. Death in a day or
two after a burn, is usually the result of shock. Death later is chiefly the result of infection.

e.

For burns of limited extent, apply Vaseline or burn ointment over the burnt area. Cover
ointment with a layer or two, of fine mesh gauze and secure with a roller bandage. Take the
patient to a doctor for further treatment.

f.

Extensive burns may be much more serious. Shock is always present. Keep victim lying down
with his head low and avoid exposure or cold. Leave his clothing on, cover him with blankets
and get him to a hospital as quickly as you can.

If hospital is not nearby; remove all loose clothing from the burnt area unless it sticks to skin.
Cut the adhering cloth around the burn and leave the remainder for the doctor to remove.

Do not break blisters. Dip strips of clean freshly laundered sheeting into a solution of baking
soda or Epsom salt in warm water, and apply to burnt area.

Chemical burns: Burns caused by an acid or an alkali should be washed immediately with large
quantities of water until chemical is thoroughly washed away. Then apply an ointment dressing and
send for medical help.

X.

Eye injuries:
Loose particles may be removed with the corner of clean bandage or handkerchief. If the

particle cannot be removed easily, relieve irritation with a few drops of olive/ caster oil and consult a
doctor immediately.
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If a foreign particle is embedded in the eye-ball, don't try to remove it. Drop castor/medical
paraffin oil over the eye-ball, close the two eye-lids, apply a soft pad of cotton wool and secure it by a
bandage till the medical aid is made available.

When quick lime or acid or alkali falls into the eye, wash the eye freely with fresh water and
consult a doctor immediately.

XI.

Sprains and strains:

Sprains: These are very common injuries caused by abnormal twisting of a Joint or movement of a
joint beyond its normal range. It causes tearing or stretching of tissues around the joint. It causes pain,
swelling and dis-colouration of the joint.

Treatment:
(a) Place the limb in the most comfortable position and prevent any movement.
(b) Apply a firm and approved bandage for the limb.
(c) Wet the bandage with cold water and consult a doctor.

Strain: These are the injuries to muscles or tendons caused by over-stretching or over exertion.

Treatment:
a)

Advise the patient to complete rest in a comfortable position.

b)

Apply heat and massage gently.

XII.

Bruises:
A bruise is caused by a blow which breaks the small block vessel in the tissue under the skin.

Ice or cloth wrung out of very cold water should be applied immediately. it helps to prevent
discolouration, keeps down swelling and relieves pain.

XIII.

Treatment of electric shock

General:It must be remembered
a)

Act at once-delay is fatal

b)

Death form electric shock is rarely instantaneous

c)

Heart Fabrillations (Heart Muscle Tremors) persist as long as 30 minutes after an electric
shock. Therefore life can be saved by immediate Artificial Respiration

d)

Send for but never wait for a doctor
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e)

Continue Artificial Respiration for four hours after apparent death.

Release from Contact:
Switch off current immediately or send someone to do so. Do not attempt to remove a person
from contact with high voltage unless suitable articles insulated for the system voltage are used for
this purpose. When attempting to force a person from contact with low or medium voltage, use rubber
gloves, boots, mat or insulated stick, but if these are not available, use a loop of rope, cap or coat to
drag the person free. Whatever is used should be dry and non-conducting

After release:
As soon as the victim is clear of the conductor, rapidly feel with your finger in his mouth and
throat, and remove any foreign matter (tobacco, false teeth etc). Then bring artificial respiration, Don
not stop to loosen the victims clothing, as every moment of delay is serious. Keep the patient warm.

Artificial Respiration:
The various methods of artificial respiration usually adopted are described below for general
information only, and are not meant to replace the method actually followed in the area concerned in
accordance with Rule 44 of the Indian Electricity Rules, 1956.
Schafer’s method is the most common method used for artificial respiration and has been
described in 15.5 There are some other methods of artificial respiration described in 15.6 to 15.11 also
in use. In recent years, many countries have changed over to more efficient ones, though Schafer’s
method has the merit of being the least exhausting to perform not require the use of any apparatus or
appliances

The first action the rescuer should take as he reaches near the victim is to disengage him from
the live circuit. The instructions give in different methods of artificial respiration should be followed,
even if the patient appears dead.

If the mouth is tight shut, pay no more attention to it until later. Do not stop to loosen the
patient’s clothing, but immediately begin actual resuscitation. Every moment of delay is serious.

All concerned should be advised to study and practice under proper guidance as many
methods of artificial respiration as possible.
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Sehafer’s Prone Pressure Method
This method is illustrated in Fig II
Lay the patient on his belly, one arm extended directly overhead, the other arm bent at elbow
and with the face turned outward and resting on the second hand or forearm, so that the nose and
mount are free for breathing(See position 1, and Fig II)

Kneel, straddlng the patient's thighs, with your knees placed at such a distance from the hip
bones as will allow you to assume Position 1 shown in Fig. II. Place the palms of the hands on the
small of the back with fingers resting on the ribs, the little finger must touch the lowest rib, with the
thumb and fingers in a natural position, and the tips of fingers just out of sight.

With arms held straight, Swing forward so that the weight of your body is gradually brought
to bear upon the patient. The shoulder should be directly over the heel of the hand at the end of the
forward swing (see position 2 Fig. II). Do not bend your elbows. This operation should take about two
seconds.

Note: Pressure should not be excessive and should be sighed to the size and body structure of the
patient. Pressure should be applied gradually and not suddenly. Now immediately swing backward so
as to completely remove the pressure.

After 2 seconds, swing forward again, thus repeats deliberately twelve to fifteen times a
minute the double movement of compression and relaxation, a complete respiration in 4 or 5 seconds.
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As soon as this artificial respiration has been started and while it is being continued, an
assistant should loosen any tight clothing about the patient’s neck, chest or waist. Keep the patient
warm. Do not give any liquids whatever by mouth until the patient is fully conscious.

To avoid strain on the heart when the patient revives, he should be kept lying down and not
allowed to stand or sit up. If the doctor has not arrived by the time the patient has revived, he should
be given some stimulant, such as one teaspoonful of aromatic spirit of ammonia in a small glass of
water, or a hot drink of coffee or tea, etc.

A brief return of natural respiration is not a certain indication for stopping the resuscitations.
Not infrequently, the patient, after a temporary recovery of respiration, stops breathing again. The
patient should be watched and, if natural breathing stops; artificial breathing should be resumed at
once.

In carrying out resuscitation, it may be necessary to change the operator. This change should
be made without losing the rhythm of respiration. By this procedure no confusion results at the time
of change of operator and a regular rhythm is kept up.

Silverter's Method (Arm-Lift Chest Pressure Method):
This method is illustrated in Fig. III. The patient is laid on his back. His arms are grasped
above the wrists and drawn first upward and then above the head until they touch the floor. Then they
are brought back to the chest and pressure is exerted in a downward direction. The main defect of this
method is that the tongue which is boneless mass of muscle, having lost its tone due to lack of
respiration, tends to fall back and block the wind pipe in about 50% of the cases, causing a choke. So,
a second operator has to pull out the tongue and hold it so. But, sometimes no second man may be
available. If, however, a large thick pad is placed behind the shoulders, so that the head lies dangling
downwards, the tongue does not seem to obstruct.

Eve's Rocking Method:
This method is illustrated in Fig. IV. In this method the patient is placed prone on a stretcher and his
hand tied to its frame He is rocked by tilting the stretcher 45° up repeatedly. Such special rocking
stretchers are unlikely to be available readily. It may, however, be possible to use light two wheeled
hand-carts for the purpose and the method is worth trying. In the case of children, this method is very
easy to apply. The operator (See Fig. IV) stands holding the child in his hands and rocks in this
manner. It has been claimed that the rocking which is peculiar to this method induces greater
circulation of blood in the body and brain, helping earlier recovery.
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Hip-Lift Back- Pressure Method:
Though this method has the drawback that it is the most exhausting to the operator and
difficult to apply if the victim is heavy, it is useful when the victim has been injured in the upper part
of the body—chest, neck, shoulders or arms, or where duo to lack of spacer it is difficult to use the
arm-lift backpressure method.
Place the victim prone with his face on one side and resting on the back on one hand which is
bent at the elbow. The other arm is extended so that the hand is above the head. Straddle the victim at
the level of his hips, kneel on one of your knees and put your other foot on the ground near his hip
opposite the kneeling knee.
Place your hands can the middle of his back just between the shoulder blades with your
fingers spread downwards and outwards and thumbs nearly touching. Now rock forward and allow the
weight of your body to extert slow, even pressure downwards till resistance is met.
Release the pressure quickly, remove your hands from the victim's back, rock backwards and
slip your fingers underneath the hip bones (not waist). Lift his hip 10 to 15 cms. Keeping your arms
straight and not bending your elbows to facilitate lifting-. This lifting causes air to be sucked into the
lungs.
Lower the victim's hips thus completing the full cycle. There should be about 12 cycles per
minute. If a second man is available, he can relieve the first operator after one of the lift phases.
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Arm-Lift Back-Pressure Method:
This is called Nielson's method in Denmark and has been modified by Professor Drinker of
USA. The modified method is illustrated in Fig. V. The victim lies prone with both arms folded and
hands resting, one on the other, under his head. The arms are grasped above the elbow and lifted until
firm resistance is met. This induces active inspiration. Then they are let down and pressure applied on
the back to cause active expiration.
The improvement in this method follows the sequence given below:
a.

Position 1—Place victim prone (that is, face down) with his arms folded with one palm on the
other and cheek resting on them. Kneel on one or both knees at victim's head. Place your
hands on the victim's back beyond the line of armpits, with your fingers spread outwards and
downwards, the thumbs just touching each other,

b.

Position 2—Then gently rock forward keeping arms straight until they are nearly vertical thus
steadily pressing the victim's back. This completes expiration.

c.

Position 3—Synchronizing the above movement, rock backwards, releasing pressure and
slide your hands downwards along the victim's arms and grasp his upper arms just above the
elbows. Continue to rock backwards.

d.

Position 4—As you rock back, gently raise and pull the victim's arm towards you, until you
feel tension in his shoulders. This expands his chest and results in respiration. To complete
the cycle, lower the victim's arms and move your hands up for initial position.

This method is considered to be the best, being most elective, easy to teach and fairly easy to
perform.
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Pole top method:
This is illustrated in Fig. Vl. When a person receives electric shock it is most important that
the artificial respiration is started without any loss of time whatsoever. Indeed, the non-neglect of the
first few minutes is so necessary that in the USA, where a good deal of live line work is done, a
method of artificial respiration, called the Pole Top method, has been developed. The victim of the
shock will be hanging by his safety belt and the rescuer ascends the pole. Supports the victim astride
his own safety belt and rhythmically compresses the victim's abdomen with both hands while he is
being lowered to the ground. He is then changed on to one of the more effective methods. Several
cases of successful operation of this method have reported. The need for not wasting any time
whatsoever in starting artificial respiration cannot, therefore, be over emphasized.

Mouth-to-mouth method :
This method is illustrated in Fig. VII. Place victim on his back. Place his head slightly
downhill, if possible. A folded coat or similar object under victim's shoulders will help maintain
proper position. Tilt head back, so that the chin points straight upward.

Grasp victim's jaw as illustrated In Fig. VII (see position 1) and raise it upward until lower
teeth are higher than upper teeth; or place fingers on both sides of jaw near ear lobes and pull upward.
Maintain jaw position throughout resuscitation period to prevent tongue from blocking air passage.

Take a deep breath and place your mouth over victim's mouth (see position 2, Fig. Vll)
making airtight contact. Pinch the victim's nose, shut with thumb and forefinger or close nostrils by
pressing your cheek against them. If you hesitate at direct contact, place a porous cloth between you
and friction If an infant, pleas your mouth over it mouth and nose.

Blow into victim's mouth (gently, if an infant) until his chest rises. Remove your mouth to let
him exhale, turning your head to hear outrush of air. First 8 to 10 breaths should be rapid as victim
will respond. Thereafter, rate should be slowed to about 12 times a minute (20 times if an infant).

Things to remember:
a)

If air cannot be blown in, check position of victims head and jaw and recheck mouth for
obstructions, then try again more forcefully. If chest still does not rise, turn victim's face
down and strike his back sharply to dislodge obstructions.

b)

Sometimes air enters Victims stomach, evidenced by swelling of stomach. Expel air by gently
pressing down on stomach during exhalation period.
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Duration of movements:
In all the methods, the rate of a complete respiratory cycle is 12 to 15 per minute. When the
victim begins to breathe of his own accord, the operation should be synchronized with the natural
breathing and continued until he breaths strongly.

Advisability of learning alternative methods:
It is advisable that all concerned know, how to apply more than one good method, since,
when there are injuries due to fall or burn, certain methods may not become capable of application.
Next to the Arm-Back-Pressure Method, the Hip-Lift Back Pressure Method is the best and may be
adopted. The Rocking Method may also be learnt and used in special cases.
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CHAPTER - 9
FIRE PREVENTION & FIRE FIGHTING EQUIPMENT

I.

Introduction
Electricity is a clean form of energy, which can be transported from the source of supply to

the place of usage. This inherent property of electricity is advantageous in minimizing the risk of fire.
It has been accepted at large –scale even in potentially hazardous areas. Measures adopted for reliable
operation invariably reduce the risk of fire. Therefore all possible precautions should be taken at the
time of design to:

1.

Eliminate potential sources of fire

2.

Select adequately rated equipments for normal and abnormal duties.

3.

Install, operate and maintain the equipment within the limit of design.

4.

Adopt arrangements necessary to limit the spread of fire as well as its control.

II.

1.

General guidelines:

All oil filled equipment such as transformers and switchgears should be located outdoors,
indoor transformers and switchgears should be dry type.

2.

Switchgears and transformers should be kept in separate areas.

3.

Auxiliary room, Battery room and control room should be separate and located away from
main power equipments. Two exits should be provided in the rooms where operating
personnel work.

4.

It is statutory requirement that companies’ and consumers’ switch gears should be separated
by fire proof wall.

III.

Elimination of electric fire hazards:
Electricity faults caused by failure of insulation, improper earthing or any other snag in the

system can ignite fire. The design approach should eliminate/ minimize these causes.

Insulation damage is caused by thermal stress, mechanical stress, moistures, dirt, and high
voltage.


To avoid thermal stress, we should choose equipment of suitable rating for expected duty.



To minimize mechanical vibrations equipment should be installed on properly designed
foundation.
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Idle equipments in humid areas should be kept warm by use of heaters.



Lightening arresters should be installed to prevent high voltage surge..



To ensure the system is maintained with in desired limit of operation, automatic voltage
regulators should be used. Over voltage relays are used to isolate the equipments, which are
subjected to excessive voltage than permitted.



Guards are provided on transmission lines to prevent fault due to birds.



Vermin proof enclosures should be used for indoor switchgears.
Insulation failure results in dissipation of large magnitudes of fault current at the place of

fault. Therefore effective steps should be taken to limit the magnitude of fault currents as well as its
duration.


Reactors should be used in the power system network at places where fault levels are to be
restricted.



Use protective relays, circuit breakers and adequately rated fuses to minimize fire during
fault. Protective relays provide first line of defence. The relays are backed up by “Back Up”
relays. Reliability measures are in inbuilt to ensure its correct operation when required.
The protective relays operate the circuit breakers, which in turn isolate the faulty equipment.

Thus minimizing fire risk.

IV.

Groundings :



The ohmic value of the grounding main of electrical installation should be as low as possible.



It is necessary to connect all ground points in the area grid by duplicate earth connections.



Seggregated noncurrent carrying metallic parts be electrically bonded.



Since improper grounding gives rise to voltage, which causes fire , therefore it is necessary to
keep a record of the ground resistance value as well as physical condition of the grounding
material.

V.

Prevention of hot spots :
Over loading should not be done as its causes insulation failure and fire. Therefore heat
detector alarm system and protective relay should be used to alert and disconnect equipments before
present temperature reaches due to overload.

VI.

Maintenance& operating procedures:
Besides following the routine maintenance practices prescribed for the equipment, special

diagnostic tests should be connected to detect incipient faults. High voltage testes, timing test, contact
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and insulation resistance measurements are some of these tests, monitoring the trend of the results of
tests will enable to take out equipment and rectify them before the faults develop in serious troubles.

In polluted areas the insulators require frequent cleanings. Silicon grease is applied to
insulators to reduce pollutions deposits. Operating instructions should be written taking into account
all anticipated normal and abnormal operating conditions. The safety tagging systems should be
adopted.

Interlocks must form part of the equipment designed to ensure that electrical equipments are
put into and out of service correctly.

VII.

Arrangements to limit spread of fire :

Switch Gears:
Switchgears cubicles should be divided into high and low voltage part with complete
separation. In addition fire barrier should be provided between cable box compartment, bus bars and
the circuit breakers. Each cubicle should be completely isolated form the other by metallic partition.
The bus bar housing should also have fire barrier between compartments. The bus bars should be
covered with insulating sleeves to avoid fault. When a fault interrupts, gas products are diverted away
from the electricity live parts.

Cable Trenches:
The power cables and control cables should not be run in the same trenches. Alternating and
direct current control cables should have separate trench. Armoured

control cables are to be

preferred as they minimize short circuit due to mechanical damage. The station grounding conductors
should not be run in the control cable trench. The cable trenches should be skirted and covered to
avoid water collection in the trench.

Transformers:
Fault inside oil filled transformers, particularly at the bushing is a serious threat to fire.
Measures should be taken to prevent the spread of fire to other areas:


Soak pits should be made below the transformer tank and should be filled up with rubbles.
The soak pit should be connected to brunt oil tank located away from all the equipments to
contain the excess oil in the soak pit.



The transformers should be segregated in separate enclosures preferably with fire resisting
barriers.
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The cable trenches should be blocked near transformers to prevent hot burning, finding its
way through the trenches to neighboring equipment. Transformer should be provided with
automatic fire suppression system i.e. emulsification.

VIII.

TYPES OF FIRES
According to Europian and US Standards, Fires are classified into five classes: A, B, C, D, E

on the basis of the material involved in the fire. The types of fire extinguishing technique
recommended differ with the class of Fire.

Water is used as quenching medium for class A fires. Water is not suitable for Class B, Class
C, Class E fires.

Classification of Fires as per Europian Standards

Fire Class

Combustion Material Involved

Fire Extinguishing Medium

Class A Fire

Fires involving Ordinary Solid Materials such as

Water or Solutions with high water

Wood, Coal, Plastics, Cloths, Paper, Rags,

content.

Rubbish, Construction and Packing material,

material helps in quenching the fire.

Cooling and

wetting of

Rubber, etc.
Class B Fire

Fires involving Flammable Liquids / Vapours/

Limiting

Solvents, Liquid chemicals Lubricating oils,

inhibiting fire Dry chemicals, Foam,

Paints/varnishes/thinners

Halon. Water is not suitable.

Greases,

air

or

oxygen

supply,

Contained/Uncontained.
Class C Fire

Fires involving live Electrical Equipment, in

Co2 gas, Dry chemicals. Waters is not

Energised state. If equipments is dead Class is A

suitable.

or B
Class D Fire

Fires involving Metals like magnesium, titanium.

Normal
suitable.

extinguishing
Special

media

chemicals

not
and

techniques are used.
Class E Fire

IX.

Fires involving Flammable Gases and Fuels

Starvation of fire is most useful.

Hydrogen, Ammonia, Acetylene, LPG, Petrol,

Special methods necessary inlet value

Furnace oil.

closed.

Firefighting equipment
Substation should be provided with following Fire Fighting Equipment as per TAC Rules

and Indian Electricity Rules.
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First Aid Fire Fighting Equipment



Fire Buckets



Fire Extinguishers



Mechanical Form
Sodium bi Carbonate (BC)



Dry Chemical Powder
Ammonium Phosphate Powder (ABC)



Carbon dioxide



Emulsifier
Fire Buckets are of 9ltrs. Capacity having round bottom with handle. These are painted white

from inside and post office red color from outside. Its bottom is painted black. “FIRE” is written on
it. It is filled with sand.

Fire Extinguishers:
Mechanical Foam fire Extinguisher:
It is a container of 9ltr capacity. It contains 8.750water and 0.250 ltrs. foam forming agent. A
gas cartridge is used to generate pressure inside the container to discharge the forms. It is used on
class ‘B’ type of fire.

Dry Chemical Powder Fire Extinguisher (Sodium bi Carbonate):
These fire extinguisher are available in different sizes. It consists of the following main parts.
A.

Cylinder

B.

Cam Assembly with plunger

C.

Gas Cartridge

Normally powder contains:
Sodium bi-carbonate

97%

Magnesium stearate

1.5%

Magnesium carbonate

1%

Tri calcium phosphate

0.5%

It is used on ‘B’ & ‘C’ type of fire. It is especially suitable oil and electrical fire.
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Dry Chemical Powder Fire Extinguisher (Ammonium Phosphate):
These fire extinguishers are available in different sizes. These do not contain gas cartridge.
Powder as well as gas it filled directly in the cylinder at predetermined pressure for the size.
These fire extinguishers are used on ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’ and Electrical fire.

CO2 Fire Extinguishers:
These fire extinguishers are available in different sizes. Liquefied gas is filled in it. When it is
released, the liquid vaporizes and rapid expansion lowers the temperature. A part of the gas gets
solidified in small particles. Cooling effect and reduction of oxygen extinguishes the fire.

Fire Extinguishers:
S.No
1

Type
Extinguisher
Carbon dioxide

of

Class A

Class B

Suitable
small

Class C

for Suitable. Does not
surface leave

fires only.

residue

or

General

Suitable. Non These extinguishers are
conductor and made in variety of sizes.

affect equipment or

does

not Liquid CO2 contained in

food stuff.

damage

a

equipment.

released by the value or

strong

cylinder

is

trigger and sends out a
shower of gas or “snow”
which both cools and
stops fire.
2

Dry Chemical

Suitable
small

for Suitable Chemical Suitable.
surface releases smothering Chemical is a

fires only.

gas and fog and nonshields

operation conductor, fog

from heat.

ordinary
chemical
shields

the

operator from
heart.
3

Foam

Suitable.

Has Suitable.

both

Smothering blanket

Unsuitable.

Extinguishments

is

by

Foam being a plan keting or smothering

smothering and does not dissipate,

conductor

wetting action

floats on top of

should not be layer

spilled liquid.

used on live substance consisting of
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the fire with a heavy
of

a

foamy

equipment.

largely of tiny bubbles of
CO2.

4

Water

Suitable. Water

Unsuitable. Water

Unsuitable.

saturates

will spread and not

Water

material

and put it out.

being

conductor

prevents

should be not

rekindling

be
live

used

on

electric

equipment.

5

Carbon

Suitable. To a Suitable. Releases

tetrachloride

limited

extent

heavy

Suitable. Non- These are available in one

smothering conductor and quart size and above and

on Class ‘A’ gas on fies

will

Fires.

damage

type.

equipment

pumped on to the fire and

not are of pump or pressure
The

liquid

is

extinguishes the fire by
smothering it.

Note:
1.

Even if premises are equipped with an automatic sprinkler installations , it is also necessary to
have portable fire extinguishers as these may enable an outbreak to be extinguished before the
automatic sprinkle comes into operation.

2.

Portable foam, soda acid or water fire fighting equipment is intended for non-electrical fires
and shall not be used on electrical apparatus fires unless such apparatus has been made dead.

Emulsifier:
It is a system of application of water at a particular angle on burning transformer oil. The
system contains water tank and a pump room having a water pumping system i.e. main pump and
jockey pump. The system is set at auto mode at pre determined temperature – normally 67 C.
Emulsifier points automatically spray water at a particular angle on burning transformer oil. Thus fire
gets extinguished.

Reguirement of fire extinguishers as per TAC recommendation:
One 9 ltrs fire bucket shall be provided for every 100 mtrs. Of floor area or part there of One
9 ltrs mechanical foam fire extinguisher/ 5kg Dry powder fire extinguisher / 4.5 kg.CO2 Fire
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Extinguisher should be provided to six buckets or part thereof with minimum of one fire extinguishers
and two buckets per compartment. Buckects may be dispensed with provided the supply of
extinguisher is one and a half times as indicated here above.

Every sub-station should train its employees in fire fighting. It should form its own fire
fighting team. Team should be given frequent mock drills. Duty of each member of the fire fighting
team should be written and circulated among the staff. A list of all employees with their contact
number and home addresses should be displayed in the substation.

Workers should also be provided first aid training. First Aid Box should be provided and a
chart indicating the first aid to be given in case of electric shock should be displayed in the substation.

X.

Fire hazards in transformers
Electricity is almost an indispensable source of energy and its generation, transmission and

distribution will keep on increasing. The supply of electricity to an individual user often comes
through a device known as transformer, which is, used either step up or bring down the supply
voltage.

Transformer are known by various names depending upon the purpose they serve such as
power transformer, isolation transformer, distribution transformer etc., but are basically the same in
construction, consisting essentially of a set of two windings carried on a core. The winding and core
are encased in housing or outer shell, which accommodates auxiliaries like terminals, cooling tubes
etc.

Transformers carry current and generate heat due to a variety of energy losses. Their
constructions therefore cool by dissipating the heat. Transformer can be classified into three types
depending upon the heat dissipation facility and insulation used.


Dry Type Transformer



Askarel Insulated Type



Oil Insulated Type

Dry transformers are of four types:


Self- cooled unventilated



Self-cooled ventilated



Forced air- cooled



Sealed tank gas filled (Nitrogen or per Fluropropane) varieties
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Cause of Fire:
Fire do occur in dry type transformers due to insulation failures of windings.

Askarel- insulated transformer is very safe as the liquid used for insulation are non flammable in
nature. The cost of these transformers, however, is very high compared to other types.

Oil insulated type transformer are the most common and present the greatest fire hazard. Although
during normal operation, the heat is efficiently dissipated, fires in oil insulated transformers can result
due to abnormal conditions caused by:


Overload during switching or through lighting’s surges.



Gradual deteriorations of insulation, transformer oil etc.



Low oil level itself



Failure of insulating bushings

An arcing that follows an electrical breakdown can burn through the case or vaporize the oil,
crating pressure sufficient to force off the cover or rupture the casing. Considerable burning oil may
then be expelled and an intense fire/ explosion may follow.

Safe Practices:
Many fire which frequently occur on transformers in operation all over the country can be
easily prevented if established safe practices
equipment. Such safe practices

are followed by generating station and owners of such

are stipulated in the Indian Standards, the rules of the TAC and in

other codes of practice. The important safety precautions are the following:


As far as possible transformers should be installed in separate fire resisting compartments.



Automatic water spray systems to protect both outdoor and indoor transformer should be
provided.



Periodic checks for purity, breakdown voltage, acidity and ageing of products in the
insulating oil must be carried out as per manufacturers instructions or to relevant Indian
standards.

Protection Systems:
Modern transformers, because of their cost, sometimes in excess of a few crore of rupees,
warrant special fire protection system. There is sufficient value in the thousands of gallons of oil and
external attachments (e.g. fans, controls tap changing equipment, instruments bushings, lighting
arrestor) to justify some type of fixed fire extinguishing equipment. Fixed water spray systems are
normally recommended for safeguarding transformers against fire hazards.
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Water Spray System:
A solid stream of water discharged from a hose will not extinguish an oil fire as water, being
heavier than oil, sinks to the bottom of the oil surface and in fact agitates the flame thus intensifying
the fire.

It was discovered in the year 1932 that water released in fine drops and directed at the surface
of an oil fire at an optimum velocity produces an emulsion of oil in water which will float and
extinguish fire. As a result the mulsifire or water spray system came into use during 1933-36.
Basically, the system consists of a number of nozzles located around the transformer on pipe headers
charged with water under pressure. A detection system that automatically detects the fire, also
activates the spray system to release fine droplets of water over the surface of the transformer.

The practical location of the piping and nozzles with respect to the surface to which the spray
is to be applied, or to the zone in which the spray is to be effective, is determined by the physical
arrangement and protection needs. Once the criteria are established, the size(rate of discharge) of
nozzles to be used, the angle of the nozzle discharge cone, and the water pressure needed can be
determined.

Once the type of nozzle has been selected and the location and spacing to give the desired
area coverage has been determined, hydraulic calculations are made to establish the appropriate pipe
sizes and water supply requirement.

When water spray is to be used for fire protection of oil filled electrical equipment such as
transformers and large switch gear, special care must be taken to provide safe electrical clearance.

Many factors govern the size of a water spray system, including the nature of hazards or
combustibles involved, amount of type of equipment to be protected, adequacy of other protection,
and the size of the area which could be involved in a single fire.

Because most water spray systems must perform as deluge type systems with all nozzles or
devices open and because a high density of water discharge needed there is a heavy demand for water.
Each hazard should be protected by its own system which should be adequate for dependable
protection.
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Water Supplies:
Fixed spray systems are usually supplied from one or more of the following:


Connections from reliable water- work system of adequate capacity and pressure. Automatic
fire pumps having reliable power and a water supply of adequate capacity and reliability.



An elevated (gravity) tank of adequate capacity and elevation.



The capacity of pressure tanks generally is inadequate to supply water spray systems. Such
tanks, however, may be accepted as water supplies to small systems.

Maintenance:
It is important that fixed water spray systems be inspected and maintained on a regularly
scheduled program. Items such as strainers, piping, control values, heat actuated device and the spray
nozzles should be included in the schedule for regular check and maintenance.
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CHAPTER – 10
DISASTER MANAGEMENT
MITIGATION, WARNING SYSTEMS,
RESPONSE MANAGEMENT AND IMPACTS
1.0 General
‘Disaster’ is defined as an event, which brings sudden great misfortune bringing disruption to
normal life including that of the power supply. Disasters are situations of great calamity. Natural or
other disasters can strike suddenly anytime and anywhere.

India has experienced many natural disasters such as draught, floods, earthquakes and
cyclones during the history of its civilization. Electricity is the lifeline of the economy as well as of
the society. Any disruption in the supply of electricity causes not only loss to the economy, but also
creates hardship to human beings, as every aspect of human life is connected with electricity. As such,
any disaster in the power sector has great impact and needs special attention.

The administrative response to disasters has been by and large the responsibility of the state
governments. Intervention of the Central Government is sought in the case of disasters of large
proportions.

Power sector is one of the important infrastructures, which may get affected due to any
disaster leading to disruption in generation, transmission and distribution of electricity. It, therefore,
becomes extremely important to evolve disaster management plan to restore the generation,
transmission, and distribution of power in the affected areas in the shortest possible time.

Indian peninsula has Himalayas in the North and a long coastal line on the other three sides.
With these geographical features, the country is prone to natural calamities. The long coastal line
supports fortunes of sea. However, at times, tides and the cyclones take their toll. The Eastern Coast
often brings high winds and tides and severe cyclone at times. The Himalayan range is immense
source of flora and fauna and provides perpetual water supply to major rivers in the North and North
Eastern part of the country. The geology of the mountains is prone to land slides and incessant rains
causing floods in many pans of India.

1.1 Causes of Disaster in Power Sector
Disasters in power sector can occur due to natural calamities such as:


Earthquakes
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Floods



Storms



Cyclones



Hurricanes and Terrorist attack & sabotage

1.1.1 Natural Calamities:
Floods along with cyclones are the main water related natural disasters. Landslides /
avalanches mainly occur due to geo-technical instability aggravated by Lubricating and infiltrating
water. The water related disasters are climate related, on which mankind has but little control. One
can only try to manage them and reduce their severity (mitigate them) only to a certain extent. Floods
/ cyclones and their impacts occur in a relatively much shorter time. The impacts of these disasters
and their multiplier effects on economies, national development and severity of affected
infrastructures but need to be adequately quantified to provide financial justification for undertaking
mitigative measures. Events like earthquakes, floods, hurricanes, cyclones etc. have been
instrumented and studied statistically and scientifically so as to predict their occurrence and intensities
with certain degree of confidence. However, there is no certainty that these events would not exceed
the predicted values based on past history and cause disaster. However, if various equipment and
systems of power generating plant and transmission system are designed after site-specific studies,
taking into account stipulations of the various codes / standards on the subjects, the damage to plant
and equipment could be greatly minimized.

1.1.2 Terrorist Attacks
Of all the form of disasters, terrorism happens to be the deadliest form in terms of loss of life
and damage to the property. Acts of terrorism have grown over a period of time. Power generation
and transmission installations form the prime target for such terrorist groups. The basic infrastructure
in power sector such as dams, generating stations, EHV Sub-stations, load dispatch centers,
distribution stations are vital national assets and these need to be protected against acts of terrorism.
The terrorist related aspects could be dealt with by making use of advancement of technology in the
areas of surveillance and proper intelligence network.

1.1.3 Fire Accidents
Like natural calamities, fires are big threat and cause loss to human life and property.
However, disasters due to fire normally remains localized to a particular power station until and
unless tripping of the said power station causes disturbance in the transmission grid by way of over
loading and leading to tripping of other power stations / transmission lines connected with the grid.
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The most common cause of the fires is known to be electrical short circuits and fire triggered
by the inflammable materials. The damages caused by the fire accidents generally take excessive time
for restoration. The Fire safety measures are adopted right at the design stage. Proper upkeep of fire
protection equipment / systems would ensure timely availability of the system for putting out the fires
before they could result in a disaster. The crisis on account of fire could be greatly averted and
reduced by adopting the modem and state of art technology for fire detection and monitoring system.
Notwithstanding the above, the fire incidents do take place. The success of fire safety measures would
lie in minimizing the damages and early restoration of the plants and equipment.

A little negligence and lack of awareness of the fire safety measures have often led to loss of
life and property. An in-depth study and analysis of cause of fire incidents reveal that majority of the
fires could perhaps be prevented and extent of damage minimized, had the fire safety measures been
strictly enforced. Early detection of fire and swiftness in fighting it can definitely turn a major disaster
to minor accidents.

1.1.4 Failure of Electricity Grid
Natural calamities have much more devastating effect on Electricity Grid on account of its
spread and exposure. Under extreme wind conditions, the conductors of transmission lines may get
snapped or transmission line towers may collapse. The floods, landslides and earthquakes cause
damage to or failure of foundations of towers, which may sometime lead to disruption of the
transmission network due to uprooting of foundations and consequent collapse of the tower. The
floods also cause disruption in power transmission in case substations are affected by the floods.

In addition to this, terrorist attack, fire accident may also cause damage to transmission lines,
sub-stations which, in certain cases, may in turn lead to grid failure. Various faults, equipment
failure/mal operations are other common causes of grid failure. Possible mishaps in transmission
system in the event of disasters due to various natural calamities and crises are:


Snapping of conductor



Collapse of transmission tower



Washing away of foundation for river crossing towers



Landslides in hilly terrains affecting towers of the line



Flooding of sub stations



Destruction / Fire in sub stations
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2.0 Disaster Management Plan for Natural Calamities

2.1 Disaster Zoning for Natural Calamities
Natural calamities like earthquake, cyclones, floods etc., have been scientifically and
statistically studied based on data collected the world over. It has become possible to predict their
intensities with certain degree of confidence so that structures/ equipment/machinery, etc., can be
designed to withstand the effect of these forces Seismic loads as well as wind loads have been
measured / instrumented in the country by various organizations like Indian Meteorological
Department, Geological Survey of India etc. As regard to floods, Central Water Commission is doing
the measurement of discharge data of major rivers. The concept of disaster zoning identifies the areas
having similar parameters on the average. Suitable margins and factor of safety are considered in
design of structures to sustain the severity according to the zone characteristics. However, the
intensity, suddenness and extent of any natural calamity are beyond any perfect assessment and have
to be effectively managed in the event of its occurrence.

2.1.1 Zoning for Earthquakes
Earthquakes occur due to movements along faults that have evolved through geological and
tectonic processes. The extent of the impact of an earthquake depends on its magnitude, location and
time of occurrence. Geological Survey of India and India Meteorological Department are mainly
monitoring the earthquake hazards of the country. A macro-level map has been prepared, which
dividends the country into five zones, 1 to V of various probable maximum intensities on an
increasing scale. For all engineering design purposes, the earthquake hazard has been quantified in
terms of MM intensities as follows.

Bureau of Indian Standard has published a code namely, IS: 1893 for the earthquake
resistance designs of various structures including structures for power plants. As per the said code, the
country has been demarcated from the point of view of intensity of seismic loads in five zones i.e.
Zone-II to Zone-V. Zone-II includes that part of the country where seismic risk is minimum and
Zone-V covers that portion of the country where seismic risk is the highest. Power supply installations
are either located to avoid high seismic zones or designed based on above code. All the buildings &
other infrastructures must be designed as per latest relevant BIS codes, keeping in view the suitable
designs margins & factor of safety.

2.1.2 Flood Plain Zoning
The basic concept of flood plain zoning is to regulate land use in the flood plains in order to
restrict the damage by floods, which are likely to occur from time to time. The flood plain zoning as
such aims at determining the locations and the extent of areas likely to be affected by floods of
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different magnitudes / frequency and to develop these areas in such a fashion that the resulting
damage is reduced to a minimum. Central Water Commission has carried out the flood plain zoning in
some of the river basins in the country.

As per the concept of flood plain zoning, the flood plain has been classified in the following three
categories as shown in enclosed figure:
1) Prohibitive zone
2) Restricted zone
3) Warning zone

For the purpose of regulating land use in different flood zones, the different type of buildings and
utility services have been grouped under three priorities as given below:
Priority-1: Defense installations, industries, and public utilities like hospitals, electrical installations,
water supply, telephone exchange, aerodromes, railway stations; commercial centers, etc.,

Priority-2: Public institutions, Govt. offices, Universities, Public Libraries and Residential Areas

Priority-3: Parks and Playgrounds

As per said zoning, no power project should be located within the flood zone corresponding
to a 100 years frequency or the maximum observed flood level. The formation level of power plants is
kept at least 1.0 m above the maximum observed flood level or design flood level of 100-year
frequency to avoid any damage due to floods.

2.2 Objectives and Scope of Disaster Management Plan
Disaster Management encompasses the activities that enable the various agencies to plan for,
quickly respond to and to recover from unexpected events and situations. Disaster Management Plan
is a tool to provide necessary guidelines for assistance to organizations engaged in generation,
transmission and distribution of electrical power for ensuring safety of people, protection of
environment, protection of installations and restoration of power supply. It has the following
objectives:
(i)

To improve state of preparedness to meet any contingency

(ii)

To reduce response time in organizing the assistance.

(iii)

To identify major resources, man power, materials & equipments needed to make the plan

operational
(iv)

Making optimum use of the combined resources.
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2.3 Structure of Disaster Management System
A 4-tier structure is proposed for the purpose — Central level, Regional level, State level and
local unit level with intervention and response depending on the severity of the disaster/calamity.
Natural calamities may be broadly grouped into major and minor types depending upon their potential
to cause damage to human life and property. While the central & regional level interventions are
necessitated for major calamities, the state and, local agencies should respond to minor incidents.
A well-defined and comprehensive disaster management plan should typically involve the following
three types of response elements:
i) Operational response- to get the disruption under control as quickly as possible so that normal
operation is resumed.
ii) Management response- to allocate resources and making critical decisions needed to resolve the
situation.
iii) Communication response- to communicate with employees, their families, officials, other agencies
and media.

2.3.1 The various activities in response to a disaster shall include:
a)

Exchange of information in terms of event description, its severity and action plan.

b)

Identification of resources need and their deployment viz, technical experts, manpower,

equipment, spare parts & other material.
c)

Early restoration and to facilitate re-inspection as needed.

d)

Field/Site surveys, damage assessment

e)

Post event investigation & analysis and strategy for the future.

2.4 Constitution of Disaster Management Groups
Though the prime focus of activities would be at the actual installations that are affected due
to impending or actual event, it is envisaged to have a comprehensive disaster management system in
place with initiatives/support at regional and central level especially in case of major disasters
affecting to the plant, installation or site. The composition of groups at various levels and their
responsibilities are described below:

2.4.1. Central level Disaster Management Group (CDMG)
Responsibilities:
a)

To facilitate development of comprehensive disaster management plan & policy formulations

b)

To interact with the national Disaster Management Group.

c)

To facilitate support from other national & state level agencies.

d)

To coordinate for any assistance in terms of men and materials at national level.

e)

To act as information source desk for all related developments in the event of a disaster.
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2.4.2 Regional Level Disaster Management Group (RDMG)
Responsibilities
a)

To provide inter-state emergency & start up power supply ‘

b)

To coordinate early restoration of transmission system.

c)

To participate in damage assessment.

d)

To facilitate resource movement to affected state(s) from other regional states.

2.4.3 State level Disaster Management Group (SDMG)
Responsibilities:
a)

To mobilize resources for restoration

b)

To ensure that disaster management plans are in place.

c)

To mobilize financial resources.

d)

To facilitate inter-agency support.

e)

To coordinate information.

f)

To facilitate damage assessment

2.4.4 Plant level Emergency Management Group (EMG)
Responsibilities:
a)

To direct actions within the affected area taking into consideration the priorities for safety of

plant / installation, personnel, minimize damage to plant & equipments, property and the environment.
b)

To direct fire and security personnel for immediate action.

c)

To ensure that all non-essential workers / staff in the affected area are evacuated to safer

places
d)

Set up communication points

e)

Report all developments and requirements / assistance needed.

f)

Preserve all evidences so as to facilitate any inquiry into the cause and circumstances which

caused or escalated the emergency
g)

To coordinate with District Administration for necessary finance, medical, law & order etc.

2.4.4.1 EMG shall maintain the following:
i)

Safety data pertaining to all hazardous materials likely to cause emergency.

ii)

Procedure of major and special fire fighting, rescue operations, first aid etc.

iii)

Procedures for tackling harmful gases and other chemical leakages.

iv)

Emergency call out list of persons drafted for emergency control, key personnel, Fire safety,

First aid, Medical, Security, Police and District Admn. Authorities.
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v)

Emergency manuals, Blown up area maps, District Phone directory, Public address system,

Emergency lights etc.
vi)

Identification of personnel for Mock drills & training

2.5 Pre-disaster Preparedness:
A trigger mechanism must be established in the Disaster Management Plan to initiate the
action for mitigation of Disaster, as soon as the information is received from any person or
organization in respect of any calamity which is likely to occur or has occurred. The information
should immediately reach the Emergency Management Group who in turn through chain of command
be made known to all the key personnel in the organization. An illustrative check list of who has to do
what is required to be prepared by each organization for its each station, in case of emergency. The
rescue operation for any disaster has to state right from the warning received from the Intelligence,
meteorological organizations or any other State / Central governmental agency. The rescue operation
should concentrate on life safety as the prime objective followed by attending to the injured and
stopping the disaster from spreading further.

2.5.1 Pre-Disaster Actions:
This stage occurs when the prior information is available about a situation that may lead to a
disaster in near future. Organizing Public Awareness Programmes is very important. The people
living around the project can play a vital role in event of disaster. For this purpose Public Awareness
Programme should be conducted regularly to make the general public aware about potential hazards
likely to occur in project area. Emphasis may be given to the following aspects.


Permanent notice boards are fixed at all the suitable places in the area displaying information

related assisting agencies, their telephone numbers, etc.


Help from local youth organizations, voluntary organizations, educational institutions be sought

to conduct educational session to make people aware about the safely measures and rescue operations
in the event of a disaster.

2.5.2 The Emergency Management Group (EMG)
Depending upon the nature of emergency, EMG should be put on high alert. The following
actions are required to be taken:

i) Pre-Alert Notification:
This type of notification is mainly used for disseminating an important piece of information
concerning slowly developing emergencies which can either be rectified or would take some time
before they turn into a disaster.
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ii) Alert Notification:
An alert notification implies that although a disaster is not imminent, aggravation of the
situation could lead to crisis unless conditions improve. Plant Level EMG and Local Officials should
be alerted that a n unsafe situation is developing.

iii) Warning Notification
A warning notification implies that a disaster is imminent; an advance action may be initiated
for minimizing the damages/ rescue operations. The warning notification, indicating the magnitude of
disaster should be communicated to other concerned in the region.

iv) Notification Responsibility
In case of developing crisis situation, the project authorities shall be responsible for issuing
proper notification to District / State / Central level agencies, depending upon the severity of the
disaster.

2.5.3 Advanced Preparedness
For effective preparedness to face the disasters and to avoid last minute arrangements in panic
conditions, the following aspects shall be covered as an organizational practice:
i)

Well-documented emergency plans.

ii)

Data on availability of resources and buffer stocks of restoration materials.

iii)

Identification of key personnel: with their skills and experience on the disaster management.

iv)

Allocation of budget for emergencies.

v)
vi)

“Delegation of Power” at various levels for disaster conditions.
Mutual assistance agreements signed by all power utilities for sharing men and material

resources on demand.

2.6 Post Disaster Response and Recovery Stage
Following features need to be kept in mind for efficient recovery system:
i)

Clear hierarchy of command system.

ii)

Mobilization of damage assessment teams.

iii)

Mobilization of teams for establishment of base camps /infrastructure.

iv)

Officer for communication with the outside environment / press etc.

v)

Predefined staff for co-ordination with other agencies on restoration front.

vi)

Management of funds and resources at the disaster front.

2.6.1 Well documented steps and codes of instructions shall be created for Pre disaster preparedness
stage, Response and recovery stage. Approved financial resources, tools and equipment,
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communication system and infrastructure facilities etc. are to be provided for field personnel. The
same are to be immediately mobilized thereby avoiding the delays and additional coordination
constraints.

It is very important that an analysis and identification of lessons learnt is carried out after a
disaster has occurred and everything has been restored to normal. It shall be followed by a workshop
with the participation of all stakeholders.

The purpose is to take a stock of what worked and what did not work, and identify gaps in the
current system and specific ways of improving disaster preparedness. This shall be followed by the
preparation of updated Disaster preparedness plans.

2.7 Damage Assessments
Immediately following a disaster, an initial damage assessment must be performed by the
plant level emergency management group (EMG) to assess the impact of disaster on the electrical
infrastructure. The assessment should provide a rough estimate of the type and the extent of damages,
including probable cost and the need for financial assistance. When the information has been collected
it should be transmitted to the State and the Central Government. Once the State has received the
preliminary incident damage assessment information, the State and the Central Government teams
have to initiate a joint damage assessment. The joint damage assessment team comprising of local,
State and Central Government officials shall conduct the assessment to determine the area of impact,
the severity and magnitude of damage and the resulting unmet needs of the sub-stations/transmission
system etc. ‘When the State and local resources are inadequate to effectively respond to an emergency
or disaster, the Central assistance shall be sought by the State.

2.8 Disaster Management Plan for failure of Electricity Grid
Integrated operation of vast and complex electricity grid like the one existing in the country
demands utmost vigil and care from disaster point of view. Attacks at key grid sub-stations, power
stations transmission lines or computer-based load dispatch centers could black out the entire region
for considerable period of time. In the event of a grid failure, coordinated actions are required to be
taken at the generating stations, substations and transmission lines under the directions of RLDC(s)
and SLDC(s) for speedy restoration of power supply. Black Start / Restoration Procedures are already
available in each Region for use in the event of partial / complete failure of the grid identifying interalia the start up power availability and restoration procedures.
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2.9 Measures for Quick Restoration of Power Supply
Following measures are essentially required for quick restoration of power after a black out:
i)

The start-up procedure for the generating units should be known to everyone and working

level personnel should start the machines without referring to or waiting for management’s consent
during the crisis.
ii)

Shift duty personnel should be detained till the restoration process is completed before

handing over charge to next shift.
iii)

Survival / Auxiliary / Start-up power should be provided to the collapsed system till

requirement on priority basis and power should be utilized for other purposes only after meeting these
power requirements.
iv)

Priority should be accorded in restoration as under:
 Survival/start-up power to nuclear units
 Survival power to deep gassy mines
 Restoration of power supply to generating stations & Load Despatch Centre(s)
 Start-up power to hydro and gas units
 Formation of self-sustaining islands around the generating stations as per laid down procedure

v)

Area Load Dispatch concept should be adopted during start-up to avoid jamming of

communication system as well as for ease in decision making.
vi)

A list of DOT telephone numbers of all the sub-stations with STD codes should be available

in the plant as well as SLDC/RLDC as communication is the essential requirement and time is the
essence during the restoration process.
vii)

Loading of generator supplying the start-up power should not exceed 80% of its capacity.

Efforts should be made to keep the generator operating on lagging side; if not possible, at least to near
unity power factor.

2.10 Restoration of Transmission Lines
Transmission lines are the arteries of the Electricity grid and these are most prone to damage
due to earthquake, cyclone, terrorist attack, flood, etc. Following points should be essentially
considered for handling disasters:
i)

Disaster Management Groups should be constituted at SEB level.

ii)

Intimation regarding movement of such identified personnel to disaster site should suffice and

no sanction / approval from their standing hierarchy should be required.
iii)

In every utility , looking after O&M of transmission lines, section-wise responsibility should

be clearly defined and they should have contingency plan for various emergencies. The process of
restoration guidelines under different conditions should be laid down and all the documents should to
be made available to all the Disaster Management Committee/Task Force members.
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iv)

The substation and other control centers should have details of the key front line

personnel/task force members who are identified for handling the restoration process in the event of
disaster so that deployment of these personnel to the affected areas can be made without any delay.
v)

Availability of all the resources meant for tackling the disaster/restoration process should be

listed and the same should be available to the concerned members.
vi)

Each “Key front line personnel Team” shall be provided with mobile satellite telephone for

ensuring instantaneous response/mobilization to the front on occurrence of a disaster.
vii)

For the restoration of transmission lines, Emergency Restoration System (ERS) should be

provided & made use of. The ERS, communication and other equipments should be maintained
properly so that it can be use without any delay.
viii)

Spare towers and conductors should be available with the agency having the responsibility of

O&M of transmission line.
ix)

Strategic locations should be decided for spares on centralized/regional/zone wise.

x)

In case of advance warning, the restoration team should reach at convenient place nearest to

the expected affected area in order to reach the spot at the earliest. The team would assess the extent
of damage and inform the higher coordinating authorities.
xi)

Alternate feed point should be identified for traction, defence locations and other important

areas.

2.11. Restoration of Sub-stations
Substations are the nerve centers of the Electricity Grid. In case of any disaster the
preparedness of the substations for restoration is a must. Following points need to be considered for
handling various eventualities:
i)

Every utility owning and operating the substations should carry out an in-depth analysis of all

the possible contingencies and should prepare plans for such contingencies.
ii)

Standing instructions should be available in written form at each substation to take care of

various contingencies.
iii)

Alternate communications system should be available with every key substation,

iv)

The power backup facilities like D.G. Set and inverter should be maintained properly and

checked periodically for readiness of operation in case of any emergency.
v)

Each substation should follow the instructions given by concerned SLDC, RLDC and other

coordination agencies.
vi)

The fire fighting equipment and the bore wells should be maintained and checked

periodically. Mock fire fighting exercises should be done on regular basis.
vii)

The transportation arrangements in case of any emergency should be decided in advance.
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2.12 Setting up of Control Rooms
It is necessary to have an integrated approach at national level to monitor and meet the
various situations arising out of the crisis in the power sector. It is, therefore, proposed to have a three
tier controlling system as per details given below:
a.

Central Control room with headquarters at Delhi.

b.

Regional/State level control room to be located at convenient place in the region/State.

c.

Power Station / Grid sub-stations level control room.

These Control Rooms will work in a very well coordinated manner. The main objectives of
these control rooms will be to pool up all the possible resources to ensure continuity of power supply
in the country.

These control rooms should have fast communication facilities for exchanging the up-to-date
information. In this regard, direct hot line communication and equipment have to be provided. These
Control Rooms shall have list of minimum man power required for continuous operation and
maintenance of a particular utility on 24 hours basis with 2 or 3 shifts operation. A complete list of the
personnel/experts at national/ regional level for the operation and maintenance of the utilities shall be
maintained so that in case of emergency, the experts may be sent for quick fault finding and
restoration of power supply. Regular mock exercises for different types of crisis will be monitored by
these control rooms to achieve the best possible response and efficiency of services under disturbed
condition.

3.0 Facilities Required to Tackle Any Disaster
The facilities considered necessary for preventing and minimizing the impact of disasters are
given below:-

3.1 Recovery Equipment and Spares Inventory
In case of any disaster, it is necessary to have an inventory of recovery equipment and spares
available with various power utilities and their location so that these could be pressed into service
within the shortest possible time.

3.2 Communication Facilities:
For dealing with any crisis situation, communication plays a very vital role. Use of satellite
communication system can be effectively made to coordinate the activities of various agencies
involved in the relief and restoration work and expedite restoration of normalcy in the shortest
possible time.
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3.3 Transport and Other Arrangements:
Arrangements for adequate number of vehicles for movement of people and materials must be
ensured. Medical facilities around the clock shall be made available to the staff engaged in the
restoration activities. Arrangements for drinking water supply must also be ensured.
3.4 Financial Resources:
Arrangements for cash flow of adequate financial resources must be made so that the
restoration activities do not get hampered because of shortage of funds. The authorized signatory may
be designated for each strategic location that can take on the spot decision.
3.5 Black Start Facilities:
Arrangements for start up power source for each major installation must be identified.
Regional Load Dispatch Centers have to make necessary plans.
3.6 De-watering Pumps:
During floods the immediate concern is to minimize the impact of flood water on generators
and other equipment. Availability of de-watering pumps is, therefore, considered necessary for
stations located in flood prone areas.
3.7 Mobile DG Sets:
Sufficient number of mobile DG sets should be available at all distribution circle and should
be moved immediately to provide emergency relief & to meet the need of dewatering pumps.
3.8 Solar Energy Systems and Photovoltaic System
Solar energy systems and photovoltaic systems are particularly viable and suitable during the
initial periods of disaster.
The non-conventional sources of energy such as solar cells, photovoltaic power systems and
also diesel generating set are of great value especially when factored against the high cost and
rampant looting that often accompanies blackouts. The renewable energy sources can play an
important role in reducing the exposure to risks of natural disasters and in speedy recovery because
distributed renewable energy power systems are much less prone to being knocked out of service from
a single catastrophic natural disaster than are centralized power systems.
3.9 List of Contractors:
The local Project Authorities of disaster prone areas should keep a list of competent
contractors/agencies who can be assigned the various components of restoration activities in the event
of a disaster.
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3.10 Emergency Restoration Systems (ERS)
In the case of damage to transmission lines, temporary arrangements for restoration of power
supply can be made with the help of ERS, which consists of special type of light weight modular
structures, with light polymer insulators and number of stays. This facility is currently available with
Power Grid Corporation of India and GRIDCO, Orissa. It is, however, suggested that based' upon the
past experience of disaster prone areas, one set of ERS for each such area should be procured and kept
in store at strategic locations.
Communication & information management is the key to any crisis response & recovery plan.
Use of modern day information technology has to play a greater role. Software system incorporating
risk assessment, creating procedures, establishing command & control structure, monitoring crisis
response activities and integration with various agencies/groups would need to be incorporated as a
part of emergency management.

4.0 Other Essential Requisites to Handle Any Disaster
1.

Fire alarm and extinguishing system to be checked regularly for its healthiness and regular drill

should be carried out for its operation by involving the officers and staff of that Unit so that they also
know how to operate the system.

2.

Safety audit must be carried out at each generating station and sub station on yearly basis.

3.

There should be perfect interaction on continuous basis between various disaster management

groups and state intelligent agencies against terrorist attacks.

4.

State level support groups shall identify category-wise all the generating, sub-station grid

centers and load dispatch centers based on their strategic importance. The highest vulnerable centers
shall be provided the highest type of security.

5.

The islanding schemes (electricity grid) of each state must be updated on continuous basis in

consultations with the Regional Electricity Board.

6.

Each Regional Electricity Board and Regional Load Dispatch Center must identify all the

generating stations/grid sub-stations and load dispatch centers according to their critical importance
with respect to safe operation of the electricity grid. The highest critical station must be provided the
highest security arrangement and it may go on reducing to the least risk element, without jeopardizing
the safety of electricity grid.
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7.

State level Support Group shall meet at least once in six months. Power Management Group

(PMG) at National level has to meet once in 12 months for exchange of views and also for updating
the Disaster Management Plans.

8.

All State and Central Power Utilities shall constantly review the equipment / system design

standards and practices based on the new developments and the state of the art technologies and
design practices available at that time. The equipment, which frequently creates problems need to be
replaced.

9.

Each power station/Power Utility shall crate a fund for meeting the requirement of disaster

management plan. The disaster management fund would be 1% of the annual revenue of the
station/Utility. These fund would be non lapsable and would be accumulated. The disaster
management funds would be at the full discretion of Emergency Management Group once emergency
has been declared.

10.

Carry out comprehensive statewide drills periodically (at least once in every six months) to test

capabilities. Emergency scenarios shall be developed to test the emergency plans and operational
response at all levels through mock exercises. At the end of each exercise an evaluation of the
response call shall be carried out to take care of any deficiency noticed.

11.

Underground Power House should be provided with exit routes at different locations and these

exit routes need to be displayed for the staff working in the power house to come out in case of any
emergency like fire/flooding etc.

12.

Smoke evacuation system should be provided in case of fire in underground stations.

13.

Sample formats for formulation of Crisis/Disaster management Plan are given in the enclosed

for reference.
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SAFETY
PRE-TRAINING
EVALUATION TEST
1. Unit of measurement for current is
a)
b)
c)
d)
2.

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

Current
Time of duration
Both (a) & (b)
Voltage difference across the body

5. Minimum IR value of equipment of voltages exceeding 650V and
up to 33KV is
a)
b)
c)
d)

)

50
60
100
120

4. Severity of eclectic shock to a human being depends on
a)
b)
c)
d)

(

Ampere
Volt
Ohm
Watt

3. In A.C. system the frequency(cycles/sec) in India is
a)
b)
c)
d)

)

Ampere
Volt
Ohm
Watt

Unit of measurement for voltage is
a)
b)
c)
d)

(

1Ω
2Ω
4Ω
5Ω

6. Minimum ground clearance of 11KV conductor across a street

a) 5.8
b) 6.1
c) 5.5
d) 4.0
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7. Name of the Insulator used on stay wires
a)
b)
c)
d)

12.

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

Magnitude and direction remain constant
Magnitude remains constant and direction changes
Magnitude changes and direction remains constant
Both Magnitude & direction change

In a battery the current produced is

a) AC
b) DC
c) Uni directional AC
d) None of the above
13. Purpose of Earthing is
a)
b)
c)
d)

(

Yes
No
No harm in using
If supervisor instructs

11. In D.C. system
a)
b)
c)
d)

)

To discharge static and Induction charges on opening of line
To see that line is tripped if charged by mistake
To divert the fault current
To discharge the live line

10. Can 500 volt rubber gloves be used for opening the 11KV AB
switch of a distribution transformer
a)
b)
c)
d)

(

Non use of safety belt/zoola
Improper earthing
Non use of earth rod
None

9. Purpose of Discharge rod is
a)
b)
c)
d)

)

Pin
Guy
Shackles
Disc

8. Main cause of accident in case of worker falling on ground
while working is
a)
b)
c)
d)

(

Safety of human beings
Equipment safety
Reliability of system
All (a) (b) & (c)
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14. Maximum permissible earth resistance in a 33/11 KV SS
a)
b)
c)
d)

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

60 cm
1.5 meters
2 meters
3 meters

19. The length of cast iron earth pipe used for earthing in a S.S is
a)
b)
c)
d)

(

50 x 6 mm
25 x 6 mm
75 x 8 mm
100 x 16 mm

18. The normal depth for an earth strip to be laid below soil in a
good earth soil
a)
b)
c)
d)

)

Counterpoise earthing
Satellite earthing
Both (a) & (b)
None of the above

17. The size of M S steel strip for outer ring of earth grid is for a
33/11 KV substation
a)
b)
c)
d)

(

To bring down the earth resistance
To reduce the fault current
To protect the equipment
To avoid rusting of earth pipe

16. Earth resistance can be reduced in a hilly area
a)
b)
c)
d)

)

0.5 ohm
1 ohms
2 ohms
10 ohm

15. What is the function of Salt,Charcoal and water in earthing
a)
b)
c)
d)

(

2.75 M
3.5 M
5M
4M

20. The normal distance to be maintained between 2 earth electrodes in a S.S
a) 5.5 M
b) 4 M
c) 6 M
d) 1 M
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(

)

21. The Practice of Jointing earth strips is by
a)
b)
c)
d)

)

(

)

Welding
Reverting
Bolting
Soldering

22. Power and Control cables in a substation can be run in the same trench
a)
b)
c)
d)

(

Yes
No
Can be run in layers
None of the above
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SAFETY
POST TRAINING
EVALUATION TEST
1. Resistance (R)=

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

a) Voltage/Current
b) Current/Voltage
c) Current x Voltage
d) Current2 x Voltage
2. Active Power in 3 phase circuits (in KW) is
a) √3 x voltage x current x power factor/1000
b) 3 x voltage x current x power factor/1000
c) voltage x current x power factor/1000
d) voltage x current/1000
3. Unit of Capacitance is
a) Ohm
b) Henry
c) Farad
d) Kvar
4. If 2 kw water heater is used for 2hrs the energy consumed is
a)
b)
c)
d)

2 kwh
3 kwh
4 kwh
8 kwh

5. Power factor is
a)
b)
c)
d)

kw/kva
kvar/kva
kva/kw
kva/kvar

6. A.C. is more dangerous than D.C for the same value of current
a)
b)
c)
d)

True
False
Both are equally dangerous
difficult to judge

7. The effect of shock current of 15 mA is
a) painful shock but muscles under control
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b) muscle contractions, Breathing effected
c) Irregular heart beat and possible death
d) Death certain
8. Hot spots in transformer can be prevented by
a)
b)
c)
d)

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

Skin redden
Skin Blistered
Deeper destruction of tissues
Facial burns

11. How will you release a person who has come into contact of a live
line where switching off may take time
a)
b)
c)
d)

(

1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0

10. Third degree burn means
a)
b)
c)
d)

)

Heat detector alarm system
Protective relay
Both (a) & (b)
Internal fuse

9. Minimum Factor of safety for PSCC poles used in overhead lines
a)
b)
c)
d)

(

By Bare hands
By standing on floor and pulling by hand
By standing on a wooden plank and pulling by hand
By standing on a wooden plank and pulling with an insulated stick

12. What type of fire extinguisher is used in extinguishing fire of live
electrical cables, equipment in substations
a)
b)
c)
d)

Co2 (Carbon Dioxide)
Dry chemical
Water
Both (a) & (b)

13. Minimum Clearance (Mtrs) required between a LT line and a 11kv line
crossing each other
a)
b)
c)
d)

2.44
2.75
3.05
4.58
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14. A11 kv line is under breakdown and breaker at 33/11 kv SS is also
opened. Supervisor instructs the area lineman to proceed to the spot and
attend to the breakdown. Should the lineman take line clear permit to attend to the
breakdown?
(
)
a)
b)
c)
d)

Yes
No
Not necessary as the line is off and under breakdown
Not necessary as the Shift staff at SS are aware that the line man is
going to attend the breakdown.

15. Can the self permit taken by a competent authority be returned by somebody
authorized by that authority?
(
a)
b)
c)
d)

)

No
Yes
By self over phone
By the authorized person over phone

16. When a person is standing in the SS switch yard and touching a structure
during flow of earth fault current, the Step potential is
(

)

a) potential difference between two steps of the person
b) potential difference between a step and tip of raised hand
touching the structure
c) fault current wearth resistance
d) fault current x body resistance
17. Bentonite clay is used in substations
a) to reduce the earth resistance
b) for treatment of soil
c) as a substitute for salt & charcoal
d) both (a) & (b)

(

)

18. Water is suitable for quenching the fires of
a) Class A
b) Class B
c) Class C
d) Class D

(

)

19. Fires involving Live Electrical equipment falls under category of
a)
b)
c)
d)

Class A
Class B
Class C
Class D
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(

)

20. The method considered as best and most effective in Artificial respiration is (
a)
b)
c)
d)

Schafer’s prone pressure Method
Silvester’s Method
Nelson’s Arm-Lift back pressure method
Mouth to Mouth method
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)

